'Being chief meant nothing '
Crider explain* resignation
By VANCE RICHARDSON
"Being chief meant nothing; my hands were
tied."
Those are the sentiments of former James
Madison University Chief of Police Jay Crider
whose resignation became effective Sept. 7.
Crider. interviewed by telephone, said he
quit his job because he "wasn't happy with the
overall administration of the department."
"1 wasn't in a position to make a major
decision." he said. "Everything had to go
through Wilberger."
William W. Wilberger, JMU's director of
security and safety, was contacted at home; he
said he had no comment to make at this time.
The main problem with the police
department's administration, according to

Fll do it later...
By DONNA KIZEMORK
"I'd like to procrastinate, but I keep putting it off."
These words are printed on a poster that seems to be very
popular in college dorms. Procrastination is an ancient
V---~—--~~2uliMtoiirti!*e began. n~*«»>«> hanjfobeen nroficigaL.
at the art of putting things off.
•Tll.dtt it later" is probably one of the most frequently used
phrases in language.
James Madison University students are no exception to
this unwritten rule of human nature Visit the dorms or
libraries during exam weeks Chances are thatftrfeless
creatures may be visible who have just pulled all-nighters to
cram for an eight o'clock exam
ALTHOUGH the fifteen chapters the exam will cover were
assigned at the beginning of the semester, somehow the
syllabus got misplaced or the student reasoned, "I'll get
around to it later " Procrastination abounds.
"It's a universal kind of problem." said Jon Mclntire
director ol the Counseling and Student Development Center
at JMU. "and it's a biggie."
A large percentage of students procrastinate, according to
Mcintire However, he does not believe the problem is anyworse on JMU's campus than anywhere else
Mclntire thinks a myth exists that JMU is a "country-club
school " The number of students who graduate and go on to
graduate school and respectable jobs proves the myth is not
altogether true. Mclntire said
The question that psychologists still haven't answered is;
"Why do people procrastinate0"
ANSWERS to this question are as numerous as the people
who engage in the art Each case of procrastination lends
itself to circumstances surrounding it as well as the
individuals involved. Mclntiresaid
Last winter the first anti-procrastination workshop was
held at the University of California at Berkley, with eight
students participating. The workshop revealed many things,
but. the most surprising was that life without procrastination
wasn't more satisfying
Seven women and one man participated in the workshop
These confirmed postponers were recruited through the
campus newspaper
Continued on Page 19

Crider, was that "it was so damn hard to get
equipment and men."
"I ve had meetings with the administration
in the past," he saidT "They'd say.'Listen Jay,
just wait a year.' A year would come and go,
and still nothing would be done" about his
grievance, Crider said.
"I had a good department with good morale
among my men, but being chief meant
nothing," Crider reiterated.
Crider said he plans to move to Maryland
soon to start work in a new field; however, he
declined to specify what type of field he'd be
entering.
"I have no regrets in leaving," he said. "I'm
happier now."
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The End
Outdoor parties now banned
By THERESA BEALE
"Beginnings" apparently has met its end.
At least, an outdoor version of the traditional
Greek rush event—like the one held Sept. 8—
will not be held again, according to two
administrators and Inter-Fraternity Council
President Bill Hardy
The party involved too many people drinking
too much beer, according to Dr. Lacy Daniel,
dean of students. And those two problems
alone are enough to discourage future outdoor
parties, he said.
Also, fraternity members could not restrain
guests from drinking outside the buildings
where beer was served. This presented a clear
violation of policy agreed upon by Daniel's
office and IFC who sponsored the event, Daniel
said.
"BIT IF that had been the only thing that
had gone wrong, we would not have had a
disaster." he said. "The main emphasis
seemed to be consumption which, in my
opinion, should not be the main emphasis."
More than 100 half-kegs of beer were
consumed during the noon to 7 p.m. party. The
University alcohol policy calls for one half-keg
per 30 people—approximately a six-pack per
individual. Daniel said. The party also was
designed originally for,at most, 1,200 persons,
but Daniel estimated total attendance to be

approximately 2,000.
The event, held behind the Greek complex
dorms, suffered from a "conglomeration of
problems, said Donna Warner, assistant dean
of students and sorority adviser.
"I think the main problem was them (IFC)
wanting to expand the event from last spring
and their overzealousness in thinking they
could do that easily," she said.
THIS YEAR'S "Beginnings" evolved from a
smaller outdoor Greek event,"Lakeside Jam,"
which was held behind the Greek complex on
the last day of spring semester classes. A longstanding university policy prohibits public
consumption of alcohol, but some fraternities
organized the outdoor party without Daniel's
knowledge until a few days before the event
was to take place, Daniel said.
"The thinking among the Greeks was.'We
know we're not supposed to do this, but if we do
it up really nice, maybe the administration will
go along with it," Daniel said.
After
establishing some provisions for crowd
control, Daniel's office allowed the Greeks to
hold the party.
"They kept the noise down and the alcohol
was kept inside, for the most part," he said.
"There were approximately 600 to 800 people
(Continued on Page 8)

by Chuck Fazio
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New program to promote fine arts in Valley
By CINDY ELMORE
"No
student
should
graduate without having seen
a play, heard the string
ensemble or seen the art
gallery."
That's the opinion of Dr.
Donald McConkey, dean of the
School of Fine Arts and
Communications whose goal it
is to make James Madison
University a center for the
arts in the Shenandoah Vallye
"Arts Alive" is the
beginning of a long-range
commitment on the part of
McConkey and
faculty
members in the school to
promote arts in the valley.
"In trying to decide what we
need the most, we concluded it
to be audience development
and excitment about the arts.
Exposure to arts events
allows the student to see the
potential of a liberal arts
education," McConkey said.
Oneway to make the arts
morVexinng is to hire bigger
name artists, he said, such as
high-caliber performers like
opera star RobertfuPeters,
flutist James Galway, and
pianist Lorin Hollander.
ANOTHER possibility is
improving the environment in
which students of arts
perform, McConkey said. For
example giving students the
opportunity to perform
alongside professional artists,
acquiring the services of
technicians to mount better

shows, or giving art students
more opportunity to exhibit
their works, he said.
The office of the School of
Fine Arts and
Communications
is
coordinating
the
arts
movement, McConkey said.
"That's the reason the
school way set up—to put the
arts together in a smaller,
more manageable unit. We
need to set up a unified
schedule for the arts."
In fact, this idea has already
begun. Arts calendars will be
distributed as sson as they
return from the printers. In
addition, promotional arts
commercials will be aired
over valley radio stations to
publicize campus
arts
activities.
But getting the arts out to
where the students will be the
programs impetus, McConkey
said. Plans are to hold a
series of short concerts in the
Warren University Union. " I
think it would be neat to have
a string quarter in the union
lobby on a rainy Thursday." /
he said. Also considered are
plans for a "Halloween Music
Hall," with all spectators
required to wear costumes,
and a program, "Beer at the
Opera," which would have an
opera group performance
with kegs of beer available to
the student audience.
"We want to turn listening
to music into fun." he said.
"Many may say that this

cheapens the arts, but that's
how you have to get interest."
For the Sept. 22 Parents
Day, an 'Afternon on the
Quad" has been planned.
Programming will include
doggers, gymnasts, a jazz
group, the Madisonians, an
art gallery exhbit, art show
and sale, scenes performed by
the university theater group, a
medieval madrigal program,
a bluegrass music group and
art demonstrations on the

Sitio of the Duke Fine Arts
enter

A SIMILAR program but
also including a picnic, is
planned for spring semester.
To help initiate additional
arts-promotional ideas, a
$10,000 challenge fund has
been created for faculty
members to create "exciting,
interesting, and stimulating

MAKING JMl' a center for the arts in the
Shenandoah Valley is the goal of the "Arts
Alive" program, according to Dr. Donald

events. McConkey said
Faculty members would
apply for funding the same as
they would for a grant, with
sums restriction. The idea
must involve more than one
area of the school or
university, must have benefits
measurable by academic
standards, must generate
intelligent excitement and
visibility, and must have as
enduring an impact as
possible, he added.

McConkey. dean of the School of Fine Arts and
Communication.

COUNSELING & STUDENT DEVELOPMENT CENTER
A Place To Focus

In addition to the variety of individual counseling services offered by the Counseling and
Student''Development'Center,we will be offering the following groups during the Fall
semester, 1979. We are located in 200 Alumnae Hall, and you may call 433-6552 to make
an appointment to talk to a staff member or Walk-In between 3-5 pm, Mon.-Thurs.

GROUPS
Personal Growth
•Alternative Life
Styles
Concerned Persons
(concerned about alcohol use
of friends or family)

Women's Group
Understanding Your
Family
Educational Skills
Development

NEW "SPECIALS"
The Dating Game - a program to increase
dating/relationship skills
Stage Fright - program for reducing fear
oi public speaking or performance.

WE ALSO OFFER
Educational Skills
Development

MINI-COURSES
(Sponsored by

Weight Control
Assertion Training

UPB)

Study Skills
Walk, Talk, and Jog

Students may sign up for mini-courses in the Warren Union
Building on a first come, first served basis.

SELF-HELP LIBRARY
We have a self-help library located in our waiting room
which containes resource materials in the following areas.

Smoking
General Self
k
Improvement
Weight Control
Assertiveness
Women's Concerns
Sexuality
Careers (literature & tapes)
Anxiety Management/Relaxation
Planning for Marriage/Relationships

Talks to Residence Hall Groups,Classes and Other Groups
Consultation Services to Faculty and Students

Food for thought
■I
.
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Poor eating habits may last and last

By CINDY KLMORK
The eating habits students
acquired from four years at
college are likely to remain
with them, said a member of
the
home
economics
department here.
In fact, eating habits are
pretty well established by age
seven and can change only
with nutritional education,
said Dr. Majorie Christiansen.
Christiansen teaches a
course on nutrition at James
Madison University.

bring about lack of energy,
often causing students to fall
asleep in classes and to work
below
their
potentials.
However, she doubts that
students have any severe
deficiencies.
Multivitamin supplements
are a waste of money for
anyone but the elderly,
pregnant women, children
under age four, and persons
with severe food allergies, she
said.
•People think that if

'Alcohol has almost
as many calories as fat'
From studies completed in
her
nutrition
class.
Christiansen has found many
students' nutritional levels to
be as low as 50 or 60, on a scale
of 100.
"FOB MANY, it is the first
time away from home, and
they go wild," she added.
All nutritional requirements
are fulfilled in a typical
Gibbons Dining Hall menu,
she said, explaining that a
dietician selects the menu
carefully, keeping in mind the
needs of vegetarians. There
always should be enough
vegetarian selections to allow
an adequate meatless meal,
she added.
Two entrees, vegetables, a
salad bar, and dessert are
provided at almost every
meal. "At home, do you have
as elaborate a choice?" she
asked.
According to Christiansen,
most students lack adequate
amounts of Vitamin A. which
can be consumed through
dark green and yellow
vegetables.
Likewise, student
consumption of calcium is
low "Many decide they are
too old to drink milk," she
added.
VITAMIN deficiencies can

something is good for them,
they can't abuse it. But with
some supplements it's so
easy," she explained
Average college students
consume more than enough
firotein and vitamin C through
oods.
But
through
supplements.
overconsumption of vitamins
A and D is relatively easy. A
and D vitamins are toxic in
large amounts, she said, and
can cause structural bone
changes. "I hope we're not to
the point of getting everything
from powders and pills. Food
should be enjoyaDle," she
added.
ALTHOUGH men rarely
suffer iron deficiencies,
smaller women, or women
who frequently diet, often do
lack iron, she said. The
problem can be remedied by
iron
supplements.
but
consuming
iron-enriched
foods such as liver, or fortified
cereals such as "Total." is a
preferable way to correct the
problem.
Probably the one item that
students comsume which has
the least nutritional value is
diet soft drinks. Christiansen
said Although the saccharin
and caffeine are unhealthy,
the biggest fault comes about

I

Parts Inc.

|

298 N. Liberty St.

>«

because diet drinks tend to
replace other important
beverages such as milk.
Although with non-diet soft
drinks, the added sugar can
supply energy, other foods are
more preferable as energy
sources, she added.
With beer consumption,
students receive not only a
high caloric intake, but an
increased appetite as well,
Christiansen said. "Even light
beers add up fast. Alcohol has
almost as many calories as
fat. This settles down fast."
Besides the alcohol, beer

A TYPICAL JMC LUNCH?
contains only carbohydrates
and brace amounts of vitamin
B
THE EFFECTS on the large
number of students who skip
breakfast is "like driving a
car without gas," she added.
"You must have fuel to make
machinery run on a regular
basis."
Skipping breakfast usually
means 14 or 15 hours without
food. By the time the student
finally eats, he or she often
consumes a higher than
average amount of food, and
tends to snack more-often on

Pholo by Chuck Fazio

high-calorie foods. Therefore,
according to Christiansen,
skipping meals is not a very
effective way to lose weight in
the long run.
"Just eating a little
something in the morning is
better than nothing. Even
leftover pizza from the night
before." she added.
The easiest step that
students can make toward
improving
their
total
nutritional intake is to eat a
variety of foods, she said.
"Some of everything, and not
too much of anything."

THI8IPACI COITTBttOTlD BY TM PDBU8H1R AS A PUBUC OTY1CI

ftOlDII coii&i
Fo.nily Steak House
1580 South Main

10% discount
(with coupon)

Coupon good for auto
parts(except specials)
|
|

good through
Sept. 29, 1979

.-

*8

Try Our 29 Item Salad Bar"
USD A Choice Meat
Cut Daily-Never Frozen
Come by & Give Us A Try

; phone: 434-9901
- **V*.M -. v . Mm / ,., ,.***n wi ii n ..■■■niMimww.

"We have a steak in your future"
<MRlflBBfe»WiVi«MNMU
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'A little deceptive'

Housing: why the three-week wait?
By TERESA CAV1NESS
The three-week waiting
period for students wishing to
change
their
housing
assignments is "a little
deceptive," said Lin Rose,
Associate
Director
of
Residence
Halls
and
Commuting Student Services.
Some students are allowed
to switch rooms before the
three-week period is over if
there are no vacant spaces
involved, accoarding to Rose.
Students changing rooms
through mutual agreement
are sometimes able to do so
without waiting the full time.
Room change request cards
have to be filed with the office
no matter what the situation,
he said.
The main reason the waiting
period is in effect at James

Madison
Univeristy
is
because the school always has
to place some students in
temporary housing, Rose
said.
••A LARGE number of
students choose not to come
back; some we know about
and some we don't," he said.
The same situation occurs
in January, at the beginning of
Spring Semester.
"Cards are sent out to
students asking if they will be
returning in January. We
usually get a good response to
that and can predict about
how many spaces will be
available," he added.
The waiting period allows
the Residence Halls Office to
place those students who are
in temporary housing first and

20% DISCOUNT

on
Films & Development
1 DAY SERVICE
Glen's Fair Price Store Inc.
H'burg's Most Unusual Store
187 N. Main Street
Ph. 434-8272
Introductory

from

then process the other
applications as they come in.
"Everyone can count on
being able to move at the end
of three weeks. We need that
time to get the students in the
temporary housing settled,"
Rose said.

tried to spread the temporary
living areas out so that each
dormitory would have access
to some of its lounge areas.
The temporary housing areas
are found within the Ncomplex or "Village Area,"
Rose said.
Spreading
out
the
temporary housing areas was
more successful with men
than with women, he added.

"WE WANT to get the
students out of the study
lounges as much as they do.
Not only the students
complain but also the head
residents and other students
residing in the dormitory," he
said.
They are entitled to the use
of their lounges, he added.
The lounges are equipped as
any other room would be. In
most cases three people are
assigned to each lounge.
The Residence Halls Office

THE IO students residing in
Howard Johnson's Motor
Lodge will probably be there
all semester, or even all year.
"We don't regard the second
floor of Howard Johnson's as
temporary housing," Rose
said.
Most of the students housed
in the study lounges were
moved into permanent

DONUT'XlNG

ABOUT *o students were in
the study lounges when school
began, which is about the
same as/ last year. "We were
able to take care of most by
the second week." Rose sak
Those students in the study
lounges get top priority and
the room changes are based
on chronological order system
from who got their request in
first.
Some single-occupancy,
rooms in Eagle Hall were
temporarily doubled in order
to accomodate the excess
students. Most of these rooms
are down to only one person
again, he said.

11111111 m
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We Feature
Reasonably Priced Food
* 50 item soup and *
Salad Bar

FAME? mthWSl

ras

Steaks , Seafood , Chicken,
Sandwiches and Spaghetti
Luncheon Buffet

4340505

Offer To all students

housing within the first 10
days or school.

Private Meeting Rooms
Available

Exit No. 63
Port Road & 1-81
Beside
Howard Johnsons
Harrisonburg

MIXED BEVERAGES
ALL JMU STUDENTS WELCOME

1 dozen Tegular donuts for only $1.45
reg. price

$2.15

Just bring this ad to
373 N. Mason St.
Downtown Harrisonburg
Offer expires Sept. 21

HAPPY DAYS
RECORD SALE
All Day WEDNESDAY

Come To

HUGHES PHARMACY

SEPT 19

9:30 to 6:00

For These

SPECIALS
Smitty spray cologne $2.75

7.98 list price

8.98 list price

4.99

5.89

Smitty soap, shampoo, cologne
all $1.25
Bonnie Bell ten and Six Lotion
j

All Albums
On Sale

Reg $6.00 Now $3.95

1021 S. MAIN
across from JMU

178 S

*ta

y&U

17* S M:.M)n Si
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taprtri Car * Track farts
BAP (.1 i

Your Import Parti
Headquarters
in The Valley

WELCOME BACK

Time To Get Your Sports
or Imported Car In Shape For The
Fun Months Ahead. We Have
Owner's Manuals For Over 100
Makes-$8.95. We Have A Large
Number Of Hard-To-Get Parts In
Stock For VW, Fiat. Datsun, Brit.
Leyland, Toyota, Sacb, Volvo,
Honda, and Others
Call & See If We Have
What You Need!
ftfvtgi • iuuud U »fjuU*U
Waterman* Chicago
433-2534

Increasing involvement
By TERESA CAVINESS
Getting minority students
more involved with the
University is the goal of this
year's minority Affairs
Coordinator.
Larry Rogers said he tries
to coordinate and plan
activities for the minority
students at James Madison
University. His position
serves as a form of
communication between
students and faculty. "I'm
sort of like a middle-man," he
said.
Working under the Office of
the Dean of Students, Rodgers
has already planned a
seminar with Tom Nardi of
the Career Planning and
Placement Office for the
month of October.
The seminar will include a
presentation about job

opportunities for minorities,
Rodgers said. But, the
seminar will be open to
anyone who wants to attend,
he added.
The main event will be
coming
up
during
Homecoming, Rodgers said
"We are going to Try to use
Homecoming Week to start up
a scholarship fund for
incoming freshmen. The
scholarship will be worked
through the foundation as any
other scholarship," he added.
The scholarship will be
funded through donations
from alumni and businesses,
he said.
February
is
Black
Emphasis Month and will be
used to enlighten JMU on
Black Emphasis, Rodgers
said.

The activities that month
will give JMU an opportunity
to be published in Black
Collegian,
a
national
magazine which has shown
interest in the minority affairs
here.
Rodgers also works with the
Black Student Alliance in an
advisory
capacity.
In
addition, he helps coordinate
activities of Alpha Phi Alpha,
the new black fraternity on
campus which received
national recognition last
spring.
The fraternity is unlike the
others here at JMU in that it is
a fraternity mainly concerned
with human services, he said.
Brothers have to maintain a
good grade point average to
remain in the fraternity, he
added.

FRIDAY &S
II pm 'til

Country Style Ham, Scrambled Cheese Jj mid-Q
and Eggs. Hash Browns, Biscuits and
J

Jelly.

Q
You're gonna love

PHONEYS

Ha rrisonburq

Why Tuesdays are
something else at
Arthur Treachers.

II used lo Be mat the uesl thingyou could say
about Tuesday was that il wasn't Sfonday
But tnai was before Arthur teacher's Tuesday
Budget Banquet
Arthur Treachers delicious lish and chips served
with cole slaw and your chotceolbeverage. aflforthe
low Tuesday-only price ot J] .79
No wonder Tuesdays are something else

©PS
WB

Stor« hours

or# too Mini nQ

ARTHUR TREACHERS FISH * CHIPS
S8 CAWTON ST

Sun-Thur. 11-9
**—ommo. VA »MI
■ illk**.JUaMU...-......................

;\"-i>fHH

•..
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Greek housing sidewalks closed
By CINDY ELMORE
Sidewalks bordering greek
housing here are closed off to
vehicular traffic because of
resultant landscape damage,
George Marcum, Buildings
and Grounds superintendent
said.
"This is strictly a traffic
control
measure,"
he
explained. "There's no
parking lot down there." One
would either have to park on
the sidewalk, blocking if off,
or on the grass and shrubbery,
causing expensive damages,
he added.
Last year, at one time, the

sidewalk was not closed off.
"We had a lot of damages. Our
grounds folks worked so hard,
after a week or so of
vehicles," Marcum said.
"These expensive damages
must come out of the students'
pocketbook."
The land beside Newman
Lake is stable, and was
properly compacted and
installed before construction
of Greek housing began. The
water level of Newman Lake
was dropped to a How thorough
soil compaction, he added.
Although the greek houses
may suffer from settlement

HAIR DESIGNERS

DANCE LESSONS at SCOTLAND YARD
just off Exit 62
Thursdays 7:30-8:30
for four consecutive weeks

cracks, the problem is not that
the structures are sinking. All
buildings settle, he said.
According to Marcum, no
problems should exist from
additional weight on the
sidewalks
and
banks.
Evidence was shown this past
summer by the number of
heavy vehicles beside the lake
used
in
placing
an
underground electric cable,
and by periodic drives along
the lake-bordering sidewalk
by large trucks delivering oil.
"The sidewalk was not built
as a roadway, but it can
withstand enough." he added.

Our haircuts

Call Tim or Sue
433-2380 434-5840

fuel oil-kerosene
Burner &
Appliance Service

FLIPPO'S OIL CO.

Rt. 1, Box 87A
(U.S. 11 South Vimile)
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 434-3884

and Body Waves
are designed for
Men and Women
with a style
Red, White, Black
Grapes .67 lb.

of their own.
•ape's Master bak cutters f#r *■ mi torn*
tfT W«tt Market Harritonbur*, V«. 434-1617

Bananas 4 lbs.

1.00

Bartlett Pears

.38 1b.

Holly Farm
Chicken Franks .99 lb.

What Do You Want
I From College?

A&P All Meat Franks

U9

A&P Sausage

.69

Gwaltney Bacon
Pepsi

Adventure?
Add It To Your Schedule.

1.29 lb.

16 oz. 8pk. 1.09

Strohs Beer
12 oz. 6 pk. 1.69

If you're looking for a challenge,
look to Army ROTC and find out what
excitement is all about. You'll get the
mental and physical challenges provided
by Army ROTC adventure training programs ... orienteering, survival training,
white water raft trips, and a lot of other
sports you've probably never tried before.
Army ROTC... live with a challenge.

Chicken of the Sea
\6Vz oz. can .79
Fox Deluxe
Frozen Pizzas

ARMYROTC
LEARN WHAT
IT TAKES TO LEAD

.89

Vlassic Kosher Baby Dills
qt. .99

For More information Contact

CPT Donnio Hunley or Ruas BalLard
at
Godwin Hall lira 335
or call
i.33-6?6/,/6355

Ann Page Peanut Butter
I

* •**.*■-

estr. Mill be .-!ven
'nealay, April ?U
t <*A»' for_P.E.

-111 be hell April 23,
•t Caiip C Woods, PaljiUxwtcd
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Jrama departnent's
production of Cecar
,ld«
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at Auburn University." Dr.
Robert E. Kribel from the
Department of Physics at
Disco
Auburn University will be the
guest speaker. Refreshments
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
will be served before the
Inc.,
is sponsoring a Disco
program at 3:45.
featuring "Flashback" on
20 from 7:30 to 11 p.m.
Voung Democrats Sept.
Admission will be $.75 with ID
without ID. Beer will be
TiheuJMJU Youn8 Democrats $1
sold.
will hold an organizational
meeting Sept. 18 at 8 p.m. in
Jewish students
the faculty lounge in the
Union. All are welcome.
On Sept 20 at 8 p.m. in the
Sociology club
Union
room
A,
an
organizational meeting will be
held for all students interested
There will be a hall party
in forming a Jewish Students
and meeting for those
Organization on Campus. The
interested in joining the
meeting is open to all students
Sociology club Sept. 20 at 3
re
p.m. on the 2nd floor of
#?r<*,ess of religious
affiliation.
Johnston Hall. All those
interested but cannot attend
SigmaPhi Lambda
please contact Sarah Clark,
Box 613 or phone 0419.
Anyone with at least a 3.25
cumulative GPA is cordially
invited to attend our first
meeting of the year on Sept. 19
at 7 p.m. in Room B of the
Union. New members are
especially encouraged to
attend and find out what this
Honor Society is all about.
Refreshments will be served
after the meeting.

mran

hr ih.

>

bank cunt one IT,
ahould fill In

P.E. exams

~~lt»h
rut the rlynleal e'uatlon lepartment aa
oon as possible.
hone 66?7.

rOCKKT CALCULATOR lost
in the olanetarlui.,
">e»ard offered. Call
fc>35 »l th description,

miiL

Psychology club
The JMU Psychology Club
will hold its first meeting on
Sept. 19 at 7 p.m. in Jackson,
room IB.

Who's who
Students interested in
applying for Who's Who in
American Colleges and
Universities should pick up
application forms in the
Associate Dean of Students
Office, Room 106, Alumnae
Hall, if they have not already

»111 be held In the
'aaapler E.pertmental
Theatre this Friday
and Konday.

office thla May
and Sunaer Seaalon
ANNOUNCE IN BREEzd

received an application in the
campus mail. Applicants
must be graduating in Dec.
1979, May 1980, or Aug. 1980
and have already earned at
least ninety credit hours with
at least a 2.75 cumulative
GPA.

Internati relations
The International Relations
Assoc. will have its first
meeting on Sept. 20 at 5 p.m.
in room A of the Union. All old
and interested new members
are welcome. Elections will be
held.

The following is the only
exemption examination that
the Department of Physical
Education will offer. P.E. 138
will have a written exam on
10-15 at 10 a.m. in Godwin 308
and a skills exam on 10-16 at
2:30 p.m. on Godwin Courts. If
you desire to take an
exemption exam in any course
not listed above, please
contact the Departmental
Office, Godwin 206, prior to
Oct. 16.

Physics seminar
The Department of Physics
will sponsor a seminar on
Sept. 19 at 4 p.m. in Miller
Hall, room 109 entitled,
"Physics Research Programs

Open house
^\ M

I

1.

T

F

S

There will be an open house
and reception given by
Stratford Players on Sept. 19
in Latimer-Schaeffer Theater
at 5:30 p.m. For all theater
concentrators and interested
persons. There will be a tour
of the theater slide show, and
faculty
and
Stratford
members will be available to
answer any
questions.
Refreshments will be served
and everyone is welcome.
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"All dressed up, and nowhere to go!"
Our gasless gamine grimly griped.
"My new LVlove1* Pants look just great.
But all the gas I had's been swiped!"

AERho
Alpha Epsilon Rho will hold a
meeting on Sept. 19 at 6:15
p.m. in room A of the Union.
Guest speaker will be Ms.
Wanda
Zimmerman,
Program Director of Public
Television Station WVPT. All
A E Rho members are
cordially invited to attend.

"Levi's® Womenswear knows how
To fit my curves the comfortable way.
But alas! No gas. It seems they 11 be
The only curves I see today."

Group for women

See our playful fashion of the month,
L'Glove Dress Pants from
Levi s Womenswear.

The Counseling and Student
Development Center at James
Madison
University
is
interested in starting a
women's discussion group.
Topics of concern to all
women will be the focus of this
group. All student women who
are interested in sharing in a
discussion group with other
women should contact Dr
Teresa Gonzalez at 6552 for
further information.

Levis
QUALITY NEVER GOES OUT OF STYLE.

Faculty recreation
George Toliver, Director of
Recreational Activities, has
announced the following
additional recreational
services for the faculty and
staff, beginning Sept. 1Q.
1. Savage Pool (Godwin)
Wed.
and
Fri.
12:10 p.m. - 12:45 p.m.
Sat. 3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Sun 5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
2. Keezel Pool, Family Swim
Mon.-Fri. 5:00 p.m.- - 6:00
p.m.
3. Weight Room, Godwin 218
Tues. and Thur. 12:05 -1:00
p.m.
4. Racquetball and Squash
Mon.-Fri. 12:00 noon - 1:00
p.m.
5. Jogging Mon.-Fri. 12:00
noon
i:oo
p.m. •

THE BODY SHOP

i«»*a>M*Mi«aMaM>WAriaAM.> ••••••••••••»«*•,

• •«!•>»
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* The End—
(Continued from Page 1)
people there and everything
was pretty orderly. It was a
pretty good event."
So when IFC expressed an
interest this summer in
holding a similar event for
"Beginnings," Daniel and
Warner tried to establish an
ongoing policy for such
outdoor functions, using the
spring event as a basis for the
policy.
••WE MET* with IFC and
agreed on the terms. They
thought the policy was being
imposed, but we tried not to,"
Daniel said. "We had to meet
a Sept. 8 deadline over the
summer so we tried to include
the provisions we thought they
would want."
Those provisions included
serving and consuming beer
inside
the
designated
fraternity
houses—
a
provision Bill Hardy said he
knew could not be enforced
even before the recent event
was held.
"We tried to control it for a
little while, but we just
couldn't," Hardy said. r,We
figured it would be better to
try this event with the policy
and not have it again, than to

never have had it."
While Hardy denies that
some 2,000 persons attended
"Beginnings," he concedes
that "we had more than we
should have had." The largest
group of people Hardy said he
noticed numbered about 1,000
as they gathered around one
of the two bands performing
throughout the day.
ONE REASON the party's
attendance exceeded the
projected 1,200 was that
mvitiation tickets were not
always torn in half at the gate,
according to Daniel. Some
were re-issued, allowing
persons to enter whose names
were not on the guest list, he
said.
Eight hundred tickets (or
invitations) were issued to the
university's eight fraternities
to be distributed to rushees
and friends, Warner said.
Also, anyone wearing Greek
letters was admitted, with the
individual's organization
donating a group fee before
the party. Individuals were to
make donations for invitations
before th„r_ . ^±&m0B&
their names included on the
master guest list.
No money was to be
exchanged at the gate, in
accordance with Alcoholic

Beverage Control regulations,
but Daniel said he knew of
some monies handled there.
SUCH OPEN admission to
the party allowed several
persons not affiliated with
Greek affairs to attend the
function, he said.
"When I was down there,
the attitude was 'this is the
party on campus, this is the
place to go, "Daniel said. "It
missed its purpose as a rush
event."
Problems incurred in
"Beginnings" can be laid with
weak leadership, according to
Daniel.
"The fraternity presidents,
in my opinion, are the real
strength of the Greek system.

They tried to carry it off,
whereas the IFC was unable
to," he said.
IFC consists of three
representatives from each
fraternity and is governed by
an executive council.
"WE HAVE an automonous
Greek system here with eight
very automonous fraternity
chapters.
They cooperate
with the IFC only on a basis of
their choosing, so IFC had a
difficult time organizing this
event," according to Daniel.
Another "Beginnings' of
this type could only be held
with a more organized effort,
according to Hardy.
But Hardy believes the
Greek system is stronger than

it has been in four years,
especially with six of the eight
fraternities living together on
Greek row.
"That row has .done an
excellent job,* of improving
communications between us,"
he said.
But
Daniel
believes
problems encountered with
"Beginnings"
offer an
opportunity to examine the
power structure of the Greek
system.
"Last year we had a Greek
Presidents Council to discuss
policy. We had decided this
year to work through IFC and
Panhellenic to strengthen
them.
Maybe we need a
representative body for
broader concerns."

ADVENTURE

i

ON A BUDGET
Check out the Wilderness Weekend, October5-7, 1979
Seneca Rocks, West Virginia.Learn and apply climbing,
rappelling, camping and other outdoor skills.
Transportation, equipment, and instruction provided
by the

JMU Department of Military Science
Call 433-6264 or 433-6355 by 21 SEP. 1979.
Ask for
Captain Russ Ballard or Captain Don Henley.

HAPPV DAYS
RECORD SALE
•■•■

Precision At A Discount.
(For students only.)
Come by for a special student discount card. It's
good for a whole year, and entitles you to 10% off
any Command Performance service. Including our
precision haircut.
Precision haircutting is our technique for cutting
the hair in harmony with the way it grows. So as it
grows it doesn't lose its shape. Your haircut will
look as good after five days as it does after five
minutes.
A precision haircut with shampoo and blow-dry
costs just fourteen dollars for guys or gals, less
10% of course. We also offer permanent waves,
coloring, frosting and conditioning. No appointment needed, just come in.
Take advantage of our offer, it's precisely what
you need.

Command Performance

ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
$£PT 19
9:30 to 6:00
*M list price

7.9$ list price

5.84
all albums
on sale
I7fg.M«mSt.

.J.*.#.ff.M t » MM » »JI.».!.». .».»■■>.
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Southampton Coin Laundry
Welcome back JMU students
Tired of waiting In line for
your dorm's washer? Come
to Southampton and end
your wait. 1425 S. Main
434-5260
JOVAN INTRODUCES
THE SIGNATURE FRAGRANCES

'<9&
"Of all my creations, the most e .citing
are these ... my fragrances. Because
they capture the most sensuous, memorable
moments of my life.
Her fragrance is delicate and beautiful.
His... dangerously masculine.
Wear one. Give one. And create your
own most memorable moments."

No housing for transfers
By TERESA CAV1NESS
A new method of housing
transfer and commuter
students may be implemented
next year,according to the
Associate
Director
of
Residence
Halls
and
Commuting Student Services,
here.
No transfers will be
accepted as residence
students, but will instead be
put on a waiting list, Lin Rose
said.
This will allow off-campus
students, who have already
been on a waiting list, to move
on campus if they so desire.
"A student could remain on
the waiting list and do nothing
but move up because we are
filling the empty spaces with
new transfer students," he
said.

"I feel more of an obligation
to students who are already
enrolled here," he added.
THOSE STUDENTS who
are accepted as transfers will
receive a card with their
acceptance letter informing
them that they can get on the
waiting list for campus
housing.
According to Rose, the
University is not obligated to
house new transfers.
This system of filling vacant
campus spaces' has never
been used in the fall, but has
been instituted during
January at the beginning of
Spring Semester.
"We might get only 15-20 offcampus students to move on
because they already have a
lease," he said.

LUIGI'S

**** PIZZERIA****
Presents:
* * Chicago Style Pizzas * *
- Subs & Deli Sandwiches
ABC on Premise
Budweiser & Michelob on tap
-daily lunch specials from 11-2:00
plus your Favorite import beers

Created by. Cassini
to be worn by some of the world's most beautiful people
Presented by Jovan...
to be worn by some of the world's smartest.

Come,

° JOSEPH NEYS

Downtown Harrisonburg

At two Locations:
No. 1
1010 S. Main 433-1101
(in front of Campus)
ON CAMPUS DELIVERIES
Starting at 6pm.-11pm. Mon. -Thurs.
• last call 10:30*
No. 2 1029 S. High Call 433-0077
• DINE IN OR TAKE OUT*
Hours : open 7 days a week
Sun. -Thurs til Midnight
Fri.-Sat. til 2 am

In the past, those transfers
who received housing were
placed in coed halls such as
Showalter Apartments,
Shorts, or Chandler Halls.
"There is some attrition in the
co-ed halls and freshmen can't
be placed there so we fill the
vacant spaces with transfers
or commuters," Rose said.
TRANSFERS have to be
accepted as resident students
before they receive housing.
Between 75-90 transfers were
housed in Showalter this year,
he said.
However, most of the 700
transfers this year had to
make their own housing
arrangements, according to
Chrjs Janosik, Associate
Director of Residence Halls
and Commuting Student
Services.
The only exception for
housing a transfer student
without a housing contract is
when there is some special
need, Janosik said.
When a currently enrolled
student requests a transfer
student as a roommate, the
off ice tries to work it out if the
transfer student was accepted
as a resident.
AS SOON as transfers are
admitted as commuters, this
office sends a map of the city
to the student ana encourages
him to seek housing as soom
as possible, according to
Janosik.
A list is kept by the
Commuting Student Services
Office of available spaces
around the city and of peor'e
looking for roommates.
Many students tend to wait
until the last minute,
sometime in August to try to
find somewhere to live. A lot
of them find mat it is almost
too late to begin then.
"We didn't experience the
usual crush this year that we
usually go through," Janosik
said.

The New

Donut
Man
OPEN 24HOURS
A DAY
The Place to go
after anything
434-6404
Route 33 East

Tonight...
•

• Tender grilled beef liver
with fresh, sauteed onions
• French fries
• Boasted Grecian bread

•AU-You-Can-Eat Salad Bar

JMU
College Night

8p.m. 'til..

With student or
Faculty ID

Donut Man
Donut Deal 1
Buy a dozen
get 1 2 Donut
Holes (widgets)

FREE
Limit One dozen
- A ^ pt.l 4 21

(
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News correspondent
to speak here
Former New York Times
correspondent C. Brooks
Peters will speak at James
Madison University on
Monday, Sept. 24, as part of
the University's Visiting
Scholars Program.
Peters,
the
Times'
correspondent in Hitler's
Germany from 1937 to 1941,
will speak on "Germany
Forty Years Ago and the
Holocaust"
The lecture is scheduled for
3 p.m. in the south ballroom of
the Warren University Union.
During his years in
Germany, Peters met Hitler,

Goering and Goebbels and
traveled with the invading
armies in Poland, Belgium,
Holland and France. On Nov.
10,1938, he witnessed in Berlin
the pogrom now known as
"The Night of the Broken
Glass."
Peters,
who
has
participated and spoken at
numerous
scholars'
conferences on the German
holocaust, is a member of the
planning committee for the
recently established Simon
Wiesenthal
Center
for
Holocaust Studies at Yeshiva
University of Los Angeles..

warm-up suits.

Sale 15.99

Reg. 19.99. Men's and women's
acrylic knit two-piece warm-up
suit. Solids with contrast trim.

Safe starts
Thurs. Sept. 20

Look at all these colors! Our
cotton/poly percale sheet comes in
beige, rust, buttercup, medium
blue, light blue, toast. All stitched
with white. Flat and fitted sheets are
the same price.
Full, Reg. 6.99 Sale 5.94
Queen, Reg. 10.99 Sale 9.34

Breckinridqe Sound
229 North Main
433-2721

Pillowcases, by the pair.
Standard, Reg. 5.49 Sale 4.66

TOSHIBA
STEREO
SPECIAL
SA725 Receiver
Cerwin Vega U 6 Spkrs.
Reg. 400°°

329

20% Off

Sale 24.80 tw^

Sale 14.40

Reg.$31. Acrylic/poly
electric blanket.
Full, single control,
Reg. $35 Sale 28.00
Full, dual control,
Reg. $43 Sale 34.40
Queen, Reg. $53^
Sale 42.40

Reg. $18. Light, soft
Vellux* blanket of
nylon/polyfoam.
Full, Reg. $22 Sale 17.80
Queen, Reg. $28

oo

Sale 6.40s,andard
Reg. $8. Our cushiony pillow,
for a soft down-Uke feel,
Dacron* fiberfilMI polyester
with cotton/poly ticking, fluffs
beautifully after machine
washing and drying

$

25

The Bundle Up»zips-up to
keep you toasty warm.
Machine washable cotton/
poly/acetate/nylon with
Astrofil* polyester. Early
American patchwork
pattern. Medium, Large.

16.99

Cushy arm-style side-pocket
bedrest in cotton corduroy.
Plumped with cotton/kapok.

THE
BRECKINRIDGE SOUND

GOOD GUYS
«*
V.WiViV.V. .v.v...;-.-.. .v«—i- - -i- • f TW

**■**»*•"» rmcfmrvmrrK-vtirrrrr•&*

•.',1'iV.

Valley Mall Rt 33 East
Shop 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
J
lai,Mon..Jhru Sof.

(wsv iwvv^vrtwaaMommvvv.V.VV.V. V.V. •iV.V/.V.V.'A

Ole Virginia Ham Cafe
Specializing in Country Cooking
special luncheons-chops-chicken
seafood-variety of salads and
sandwiches-Virginia ham
-delicious breakfastsMon-Sat 6:30 am-2:00 pm
W Market St. 434-6572
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—update
Keeping up with events
The music of Sandcastle continues
and book-buying hassles mount
One year ago...

MONOGRAMMING
When you purchase a sweater
from Sweater Bee now on sale.
Reg. $16.00, sale

12.88

Machine washable in: Rust, brown,
camel,off white or navy. Choose
from crew neck or v-neck styles.
Receive up to 3 letters free in
style no. 4 or style no. 40

Today

(The Breeze, September 19, 1978)
Performing at the White House is an honor
very few musicians receive, but James
Madison University has the Executive
Mansion beat as a place to play music.
That is the professional judgement of Gentry
Frye, a member of Sandcastle, who has
entertained at both locations. The band played
at Susan Ford's high school prom when her
father was president. The disco-funk group
also appeared at JMU in the Center Attic
Thursday.
"The pay is better here and the crowd is
more responsive," Frye said.
The band manager, Steve Thomas, called
the White House gig "a real prestige job. But
we only got paid one-third what we normally
do." Obviously, Sandcastle was involved for
the publicity.

(The Breeze, Tuesday, September 18, 1979)
Sandcastle's Thursday night performance at
Scotland Yard, Harrisonburg's newest
nightclub, proved "funk-rock" (what the band
members call "punk-funk") is still popular
with students. Drawing a large crowd of
students from Bridgewater College and James
Madison University, Sandcastle was the latest
in a long list of first-rate bands playing at the
club.
New personnel and a revamped repertoire
have brought changes to the band Susan Ford's
high school booked for Us' prom. But the eightyear-old band from Richmond,Va. continues to
stick to a commercially viable Top-40, rock
disco format.

Five years ago...

Today

(The Breese, Friday September 20, 1974)
The problems of beginning a new semester of
classes have once again been aggravated by an
acute shortage of textbooks.
Indeed, with fall courses now well into their
third week of instruction, many students have
been subjected to the adverse condition of
operating without the "necessary tools of their
trade."
"This sort of thing happens every year,"
Joseph W. Hancher, director of the bookstore
says. "Publishers are out of books more so now
than in the past due to the paper shortrage,
high labor costs and dubious economic woes of
the nation."
Other problems far more relevant to the
administrative inadequacies of Madison seem
to be major causes of the book shortage.
In May. almost four months before the start
of fall classes, teachers are asked to submit a
list containing the number of text books their
students will need. Department heads then
scrutinize the lists, make necessary changes
based on their knowledge of class rolls, and
send official order forms to the bookstore.
From that point on, bookstore employees
simply carry out the requests.

(The Breeze, Tuesday, September 18, 1979)
JMU still has problems obtaining books in
spite of careful planning, but critical book
shortages are a thing of the past.
"WeTl always have problems especially
when more students enroll for a class than the
professor anticipated," Joseph Hachner,
manager of the JMU bookstore said.
But we have "no more problems" here than
at any other university, he added.
Most problems occur when ordering books
from the publishers, according to Hancher.
Books go out of print, are back ordered or are
being revised.
It takes from six to eight weeks to process a
professor's order for textbooks, Hancher said.
Professors submit a list for fall textbooks
before the summer term, estimating the
number of students they expect to take their
class.
The sudden increase in enrollment in 1974
was probably what created the textbook
problem, Hancher recalled. Enrollment grew
by the thousands instead of the hundreds and
more students enrolled than what teachers
anticipated in the spring.

The Elbow Room
Tuesday, Sept. 18th
ALL STARS - wfth two members from
Southside Johnny and the Hashbury Dukes
Wednesday, Sept. 19th
Jim Cole and the Roadmasters
Rock and Blues
Ladles Night
Every Monday Customer Appreciation Night
For music Information, call 4334100
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Europe on a shoestring
How to take the trains,
ship the cycles, book the
buses, ski the slopes,
and survive
By JONI HUNT
Have you ever considered a
summer abroad? Now is the
time to begin planning for it.
As
fall
approaches,
probably the farthest thing
from students' minds is next
summer's vacation. However,
timely planning can put an
end to those hasty last-minute
travel arrangements that can
put an end to your travel
plans.
Planning for a trip to
Europe begins with your
travel agent or an accredited
travel company. Planning
your trip alone may be
exciting, but a competent
agent can offer you sound
advice on accomodations,
flight schedules, additional
expenses and itinerary.
Most travel agencies and
companies have prearranged
student packages. These,
packages are designed for the
student who has little money
but plenty of time.
RAIL PASSES are one of
the most popular options in
student travel. These passes
offer more than 100,000 rail
miles in 15 countries
throughout Europe. Rail
passes allow you to board a
train at any point without a
ticket, change plans during
the trip, sidetrack, backtrack
or go wherever you choose.
There are two types of rail
passes. Eurailpass provides
first-class train travel and can
be purchased for periods of 15
days ($190), 21 days ($230),
one month ($280), 2 months
($390), or, 3 months ($460).
Eurail Youthpasses are for
tourists up to 26 years of age.
They cost $260 for two months
of second-class
travel.
Second-class accomodations
do not cover seat or couchette
reservations.
Britrail Pass is not a
member of the Eurail group,
but it has a reduced fare plan
for touring England, Scotland
and Wales. For tourists under
the age of 23, the Britrail
Youthpass allows you one to
four weeks of travel at prices
from $65$140.
In addition to Eurail and
Britrail passes, France,
Switzerland and Germany
have their own rail passes.
France offers a seven-day
pass that provides unlimited
flights to 32 French cities for
$132.

These tours cover Bavaria,
Austria, Yugoslavia, Italy and
Switzerland.
If cycling doesn't appeal to
you, maybe skiing in the Alps
does.
Martin Epp
of
Andermatt Switzerland has
been offering his mid-March
Tour Soleil for more than 12
years. The tour begins in the
Swiss resort of Andermatt and
culminates seven days later at
Vesperterminen.

Camping Holidays. You'd be
traveling across the continent
with a trained crew-of student
age-aboard a forty-nine seat
van. The van includes a
kitchen; passengers take
turns
assisting
the
"Supercook." All passengers
help pay for the meals. A
special night on the town is
arranged in every country to
sample to local menu.
The van stops at campsites
throughout Europe. These
campsites offer all the
comforts of home. Some of
them are like miniature
towns-with restaurants,
banks, post offices, stores and
discos. You'd bed down in
lightweight tents with air
mattresses and sleeping bags.
Transit offers guides in
Europe's major cities, experts
on the historical and cultural
significance
of
their
respective cities.
There are several ways to
save on your camping holiday.
A group of four can receive a
25 percent discount. A
traveler can save $166 on a
nine-week Grand European
tour just by traveling at the
beginning or end of the tourist
season. If you book more than
one Transit holiday in the
same season you can receive a
seven and a half percent
discount on the lower priced
tour. Book your trip by
December 31,
of the
proceeding year, pay a $100
deposit and take the current
year's trip at the previous
year's price.

OTHER
PACKAGES
sponsored by Transit's
Europe include the Grand
European tour which covers
nine weeks of travel in Central
Europe, Turkey, Greece and
Spain. The Grand European'
starts at $935, excluding air
fare. Another travel package
focuses on the highlights of
Europe. Beginning at $324,
also excluding air fare,
tourists can spend 14 days
viewing the sights of France,
Switzerland, Italy, Austria,
Germany, Monaco, Holland
and Belgium.
For students who enjoy
motorcycling, why not tour
Europe on the seat of your
two-wheeler? There are three
practical ways to cycle
throughout Europe: 1) Buy a
cycle in Europe, use it while
you're there and then ship it
back to the states; 2) rent a
ONE INTERESTING
cycle; 3) buy a used cycle
PACKAGE
for
college
from a dealer who will sejj it
students, js Transits, Europe,, . M? yW for, about. $1500. and ,h^y.

THE TOUR never descends
lower than 4,000 feet and
ascends more than 11,000 feet.
Groomed snow is avoided as
well as civilization, except at
two unavoidable
trade
intersections. Most nights are
spent in shelters stocked with
provisions during the fall.
Epp's Tour Soleil is planned
for the intermediate skier;
one with the energy to climb
with skis for about five or six
hours a day. Risks are
abundant, but so are safety
precautions. Standard tour
equipment includes shortwave transreceivers and
electronic audiophones.

Germany, Austria, Italy,
France, Britain, Bavaria
..•and Liechtenstein
it back from you for about $300
less. The buy-back plan is the
.least expensive of the three.
Remember to inquire about
insurance when purchasing
the bike.
SHIPPING YOUR CYCLE
can be expensive, up to or
exceeding $500. Rental is also
expensive; about $750 for
three
weeks
including
insurance. If you buy a cycle
in Europe and wish to bring it
back to the states, there are
customs duties (five percent
on the used value of the bike),
insurance,
setup
and
registration fees in addition to
, shipping costs

For those students who
enjoy companionship while
traveling, why not join a
European motorcycling tour?
Beach's
Motorcycle
Adventures in New York
offers 21-day tours of Europe
in June and September. A
group of approximately 30
tour Southern Germany,
Austria, Italy, France,
Switzerland
and
Liechtenstein. Each tour
begins at $1250 round trip
including air fare, hotels and
most meals.
Von Theilmann Tours of
California offer cycle trips
beginning at $1230 round trip
but that doesn't include
arrangements for your cycle

THE SUN TOUR costs 560
Swiss francs, or $335,
excluding air fare. Itinerary
includes seven nights lodging,
two bus rides en route, and all
breakfasts and dinners. No
more than 15 tourists
accompany Epp on any one
trip, so plan now to take
advantage of Tour Soleil.
If our do plan your trip
alone, you will want to stretch
your budget. Here are some
money savers to follow:
Spend more time in the
countrys ide. You'll
experience the culture of the
country you're visiting
without the expense of the big
city.
Travel "off season" when
fares and rates are usually
lower.
Write to travel offices,
stateside and abroad, for
information on monetary
exchanges, specials and
freebies.
Eat in small restaurants,
and take advantage of the
continental breakfasts
American breakfasts in
Europe can be expensive.
Stay in small hotels, guest
houses, or private homes.
Shop in local department
stores instead of tourist shops.
Interested in traveling now?
Take advantage of the tour
that interests you and enjoy it
without worrying about what
it will cost. Bon voyage

Nancy Dahlstrom:

Photos by Chrii Spivcy

Ushering in a paper renaissance
By BARBARA MILLER
The lecture hall at Duke
Fine Arts Center
was
overflowing with people for
artist Nancy Dahlstrom's
lecture on how to make paper.
Her exhibit, "4 With
Paper,'' opened at Sawhill
Gallery in Duke on Sept. 13.
Dahlstrom is a professor of
sculpture and printmaking at
Holhns College. She became
interested in making paper
through printing.
"As soon as I warned how to
make paper, it gave me a lot

more options," she said. "I
could make my own colors
and shapes." But Dahlstrom
admits she is a "purist.''
"I've found making paper is
so exciting, I don't want to
print on it," she said. "I'm
still experimenting. It's an
open media with so many
possibilities."

DAHLSTROM showed the
crowd how to make paper
through a slide show and a
demonstration using
elementary
kitchen
equipment.

According to Dahlstrom,
anything that was once alive,
including yarn, hair, natural
fabrics or other pieces of
paper, can be used as pulp.
Clay also can be used for a
slicker piece of paper, more
like magazines use.
Natural
fibers
"last
forever" and won't turn
EJ and brittle like paper
it in stores, according to
trom.
The initial paper-making
process takes about 15
minutes. The materials used
should be torn up in small

pieces and put in a blender,
three-quarters full of water.
The mixture should be
blended until it develops an
oatmeal-like consistency. The
pulp is then poured into a
strainer and drained.
THE PULP can be placed in
any shape desired, and blotted
on a wool or army blanket.
The pulp also can be put in a
mold and left to dry.
The paper can be placed on
a rough surface while it is still
wet to create an interesting
texture. The paper, when dry.

will retain whatever shape it
was in while wet.
Paper can be dyed, or small
pieces of wood, stone, yarn or
anything else can be added to
the pulp for texture. Sizing
should be added if the paper is
Soing to be written on.
owever, felt tip and ball
point pens will work on paper
without sizing.
For the moment, all of
Dahlstrom's creations are
made from colored papers she
has glued together or modified
for texture and effect
Continued on Page 19
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FAT HAVES belts il out like Link Wray...

SAXIST rounds out the K&B sound

-

Cranston Band: sleeper concert of the year?
By MICHAEL IH BIS
The best bargain in town
last week had to be the
Lamont Cranston Band's free
Wilson Hall concert Bopping
and swinging to their full
rhythm and blues sound, the
seven-piece band thoroughly
amazed an unsuspecting
crowd of about 400 people
Opening with a slow
instrumental, the Cranstons
exhibited their individual
talents but failed to ignite the
crowd. This soon changed,
however, when lead singer
and harpist Pat Hayes took
charge.
Hayes comes off as a hip
rockabilly cat resembling
Ricky Nelson, but possesses
the only stage presence of the
band. The Cranstons started
as a hard-core blues band, but
if Hayes' performance is any
indication, the band is moving
closer to rockabilly. Sporting
a bright pink guitar but

playing more harp, Hayes'
clean vocals and dirty Link
Wray guitar licks recalled the
best of rockabilly.
Although the group switches
easily between blues, swing
and boogie, their best sound is
a hardedged R & B style
driven by a tight but never
overwhelming horn section.
The Cranstons performed
incredible cover versions of
Otis Redding's "Can't Turn
You Loose" and Willie Dixon's
"Close to You."
HORNS in blues bands have
a tendency to intrude and
dominate the sound, but the
Lamont Cranston Band's
saxophone and trumpet had
no problems. Adding proper
accent and rhythm and
contributing excellent solos,
the horn section never
overstepped its boundaries.
The same can be said of the

entire band. No single
member dominated, but each
contributed equally to a full
big band
sound that
immediately captured the
audience.
The best example of this
was keyboardist and vocalist
Bruce McCabe. Alternating
between organ and piano,
McCabe's impressive playing
was responsible for the full
texture of the Cranston band's
blues. McCabe also traded
vocal chores with Pat Hayes,
and both proved to be strong
emotional singers.
THE
CRANSTONS
especially shined on the slow
blues selections. Here, the
lead guitar of Bob Bingham
was the driving force.
Bingham has a fast. Chicago
blues style that frequently
ignited the Wilson Hall crowd.
Wilson Hall was only about
a third full or less, ,but the

small crowd obviously
enjoyed the Cranstons. Most
raved about the show that will
probably be this year's
sleeper concert. One wonders
why such a small crowd
attended a good, free concert.
If the University Program
Board had charged a dollar or
two the hall probably would
have been packed.
The successful reaction to
the Cranstons proves that
blues is a favorite form of
music in the burg and
becoming more and more
popular. The Elbow Room has
thrived on a weekly diet of
excellent blues bands, so
maybe the UPB will take the
hint and bring more fine blues
to JMU. The Cranstons played
the best music heard on
campus in quite a while; in
fact, the band sounded better
than the 'Bow Room's recent
acts.,
ALTERNATING

between

decent originals and dazzling
covers, the Cranstons two
hour set never sagged. The
group also proved that they
haven't forgotten how to rock
and roll. The band steamed
through Chuck Berry songs
and other basic rockers.
The peak of the concert
occured during the Cranston's
trademark tune, "Licking
Stick," a traditional blues
song that leader Pat Hayes
has transformed into a
stomping hard rocker.
"I came into town and boys,
I sure was slick-Had a
pocketful of gum wrappers
and a six foot licking stick,"
Hayes sang as the band
received the first of two
ovations. In the middle of the
song, the Cranstons suddenly
switched to a hauntingly slow
version of Dixon's "I Just
Wanna Make Love to You"
before thundering back into
"Licking Stick" to end the
show.

«»
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A brief look at what's happening around the nation, around the world

WmKm^m?
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen Edward M.
Kennedy says a major factor in his decision
whether or not to run for the 1980 Democratic
presidential nomination will be whether
President Carter is able to regain the
confidence of the American people.
"It's back to whether the people have the
sense of confidence that he can deal with these
issues. I think that's a matter of deepening and
increasing concern to people as we come to the
1980's," the senator said in an interview with
The Associated Press.
The interview with Kennedy took place the
day after an AP-NBC News poll showed only 19
percent of those questioned rated Carter's
work excellent or good. It was the lowest
overall job rating for an American president in
30 years.
Sitting in his Senate office, its walls covered
with momentoes of his career and those of Ms
brothers, John and Robert, Kennedy insisted
he has not yet decided whether to seek the
presidency.
He said that while he has no timetable for a
decision, he would plan, if he runs, to enter the
earliest primaries and contest for delegates in
the Jan. 21 Democratic caucuses in Iowa.
That would indicate that the latest he would
announce his plans would be early January.
Asked if he thought President Carter might
withdraw, Kennedy replied, "I would expect
he would be in for the duration."

Wt M fcwt ku la*
DYER.TENN. (AP) - President Carter's
eldest son left little doubt during a visit here
that his father is ready to take on Sen. Edward
Kennedy if the Massachusetts Democrat
enters the I960 presidential race.
"Let me paraphrase a famous politician,"
Jack Carter told reporters at a soil
conservation demonstration Saturday. "If he
runs, we will beat his tail" - a more delicate
version of his father's comments on the subject
several weeks ago.

MADISON, WIS. (AP) - A diagram and the
VIRGIN ISLANDS (AP) - Carter Wilson, a 23complete text of a controversial letter that the
year old brunette from Harrisonburg, Va., is
government says contains secret information • the new Miss World America and will
about the hydrogen bomb were published
represent the United States at the Miss World
Sunday in a specal edition of the Madison
pageant in London in November.
Press Connection. The letter - written by
She was crowned early Saturday after being
Charles Hansen, a computer programmer
selected from 50 beauty queens representing
from Mountain View, Calif. - figured in a
the 50 states.
Saturday night ruling by a federal judge in San
The pageant was plagued by power failures
Francisco, who issued a temporary restraining
and nearly half of the 1,000 persons in the
order barring the student-run Daily
auditorium of the College of the Virgin Islands
Californian of Berkeley from publishing it
had left when Ms. Wilson's name was
As published in the Press Connection,
announced at 2:30 a.m. The ceremony had
Hansen's 32-page letter is about half technical
been scheduled to last two hours but ran for
information on what he says is how to build and
six.
trigger a hydrogen bomb and half social
A 5-foot 8-inch business school graduate
commentary on the need of the American
from the University of Richmond, Ms. Wilson
people to have the information so they will
said, "I think I represented a well-rounded all
understand the weapon's destructive power.
American girl and that is what they wanted."
The letter also complains that several
The New York-based fashion model said in
scientists have released secret data related to ~\ an interview after she was chosen that she
the bomb and have not been prosecuted, while
collects antique jewlry, does needlework and
free-lance writer Howard Morland, who wrote
plays tennis.
an as-yet unpublished article on the bomb, and
others working from those documents have
been the target of Energy Department action.
Bi»
U.S. District Judge Robert Schnacke
ordered the Daily Californian and two of its
NEW DELHI, INDIA (AP) - The late Nizam of
editors not to publish or give anyone else
Hyderabad was never known for his
material from the letter, which the
generosity.
He never offered cigarettes to his
government classified earlier in the week as
palace
guests,
sponging smokes off visitors
"secret restricted data" under the Atomic
himself instead.
Energy Act of 1954. No injunction was issued to
But Nizam Sir Mir Osman Ali Khan VII,
the Press Connection however.
considered one of the world's wealthiest men,
Hansen, 32, says his hobby is collecting
left a fabulous collection of diamonds,
documents about nuclear weaponry. Copies of
emeralds
and other gems to his heirs when he
his letter, written to Sen. Charles Percy, Rill,
died
in
1967.
A part of it, 37 pieces, is scheduled
apparently had been sent to as many as seven
to
be
sold
Thursday
at what may be the richest
newspapers and several individuals.
jewel auction ever held.
, The Press Connection, which normally does
The prized item is a leather box, once the
not publish on Sunday printed an eight-page
Kroperty of Czar Nicholas II of Russia, that
extra edition, most of it devoted to the text of
olds 22 large emeralds with a total weight of
Hansen's letter.
414
carats. It has been valued at more than 8.5
The newspaper said it decided to publish the
million.
material as answer to what it called
government censorship.
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UPB EVENTS
IN THE
CENTER ATTIC

CLINT EASTWOOD

*

KIRK EDWARDS

8:30- $1.00

stars in
MAGNUM FORCE

Tonight
730 and 10:00
G/S Theatre

• For Parent's Weekend:
7 30 and 00 PM
Friday & Saturday°
Casey's Shadow

^L

starring: Walter Matthau
G/S Theatre $1.00 w/ID

Saturday Afternoon- m

PM

Free Concert
on the W.U.U. Terrace
Jon Ims & Putnam Co. Pickers

i
► **t- » * • »-» » • -
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Field hockey route!*
Lynchburg, Towson
By CATHY HANKS
After opening their season
with a 1-0 win over Lynchburg
College, James Madison's
hockey went on to add a
second victory by defeating
Towson State on Saturday 5-1.
Agressiveness was the
name'of the game against
Towson as the Duchesses shot
for goal 26 times against
Townson's ten. JMU's goalie
Tara Kelly was credited with
six saves while the opponents'
Wendy Galin had nine.
It was a one-sided game the
first half with all the action
being on Townson's defensive
end of the field. After allowing
the opponents to threaten only
once, JMU finally penetrated
Towson's steady defense.
Theresa Williams, with an
assist from Erin Marovelli,
scored the only goal of the
half.
Towson made a good effort
the next half and managed to
tie the score one all with a goal
by Julie Capiro.
A well-rounded JMU offense
?iickly put an end to any
owson attempts as the
Duchesses scored the next
four goals in quick succession.
Marovelli took two with
Nancy Koury and Cara
Eisenberg each adding one.

Williams assisted two of those
and Eisenberg assisted on
one.
"We played much better
here than in Lynchburg," said
JMU coach Dee McDonough.
"We were more aggressive
and very steady. They all
played really well."
Sue
Deremer
and
Joanne Murphy were
mentioned as defensive
standouts with Williams,
Eisenberg, and Marovelli
leading the offensive.
Eisenberg also played a big
role in the win over
Lynchburg.
The junior
transfer from Hofstra took a
pass from Williams in the
corner and scooped the ball
over the goalie's head at 8:00
in to the first half for the only
goal of the game.
The next home hockey game
will be against Hollins College
on September 25.
The
Duchesses played Hollins
twice last year losing during
the regular season 1-0 and
defeating them in the state
tournament 2-0.
Coach McDonough doesn't
anticipate any problems from
them, however. "We'll just
keep doing what we're doing
now, playing strong and fast
like we have been:

Sports

THE RACE IS ON as three field hockey
players vy for the ball. The Duchesses swept

two straight over Towson and Lynchburg.

JMU cross country places second
The
James
Madison
University cross country team
finished second in a field of 21
teams
at
the
Essex
Invitational in Baltimore
Saturday.
George Mason University
won the team division with 31,
followed by JMU (60) and
Catholic University (no score
available).
Coach Ed Witt stated he was
pleased and surprised with the
team's place considering the

fact the squad has not had
much rest. Over 150 runners
competed in meet involving
the Division I and II schools,
and some junior colleges.
Senior Mike Benshoff was
the Dukes top runner,
finishing second with a time of
25:49 in a race he deserved to
win. He had a five second lead
near the end before taking a
wrong turn that cost him the
victory.
Richard Ferguson, last

year's
most
valuable
performer, finished seventh
for the Dukes who had five of
their ten runners entered
place in the top 20.
Freshman Bobby Hicks
finished third for JMU <14th),
four places in front *of Jeryl
Turner. Geoff LeSueur was
one place behind Turner to
round out the scoring.
The Dukes, 1-0 in dual
meets, have a big meefFriday
when they host Virginia Tech.

Tigers rally to defeat JMU, 1SS
"Can't win football games with eight turnovers"

j

By DENNIS SMITH
TOWSON (Md.)—"Coach, your team had
eight turnovers tonight," said James Madison
University's sports information director Rich
Murray to the Dukes' head football coach
Challace McMillin. "You can't win football
games with eight turnovers, can you?"
"That's obvious, we didn't." answered
McMillin."
Turnovers headlined Saturday night's 18-8
loss to Towson State University at Towson
Stadium. The Tigers retrieved four Dukes'
fumbles and as many interceptions, two of
which were directly responsible for the
winning scores.
Continually, JMU drove the full length of the
field in the second half only to have its
attempts thwarted by calamity of offensive
errors.
"We had plenty of chances to put the ball in
theendzone," said McMillin. "We just couldn't
seem to buy a touchdown in the second half.
"We just made too many mistakes."
BUT TOWSON'S COACH Phil Albert
believed JMU mistakes were actually
"outstanding" plays by his players. He quickly
pointed out for every Dukes' error one of his
players made a fine individual effort.
"I've had confidence in this team all year
long," the Tigers' head man said. "Tonight,
they (Towson players) finally got confidence in
themselves."
Towson was thrashed 34-7 its season opener
by Morgan State, but last week the Tigers
fought from behind and caught Division IA
Maine 13-6.
"I knew the win over Maine wasn't just a
fluke," Albert said. "But, I didn't know if the
players knew it. Tonight's game is really
important to this team, because we finally
found our identity and confidence."

The same can't be said for JMU. In crucial
situations, the team on both offense and
defense lacked the confidence it took to make
the big play.
The results were the Dukes' third straight
loss (the most football losses consecutively
ever for the team), and a 0-3 record. The
Tigers upped their mark to 2-1.
..EVEN BEFORE the start of the game the
Dukes were searching for their identity. In a
surprising move, McMillin announced
freshman Tom Bolwes would start at
quarterback instead of previous starter
Frankie Walker.
"We just felt like we need to drop back and
pass against Towson," said McMillin. "Tom is
a fine passer, so we decided to go with him."
It was obvious the Dukes had lost all
confidence in their running game after being
held to a meager 82 yards in the category by
East Tennessee a week earlier.
JMU lumped out in front 6-0 quickly, when
runningback Butch Robinson drove three
yards through the middle of Towson's goalline
defense on the Dukes' first possession.
Bowles looked to be just the man to
reincarnate the team's mortally wounded
offense. He marched JMU 62 yards for the
score.
On his first play he fired a strike 16 yards
down the right side of the field to wide receive
Zack Clark. Two plays later he repeated the
pattern this time to the left side for a pickup of
On a third-and-six play later in the drive,
Bowles hit tight end Mike Battle on a nine yard
curie pattern.
But. extra point man Scott Norwood never
got a chance to hit the ball when it squirted
through the hands of holder Ricky Leonard.

BUT, BOWLES' INEXPERIENCE showed,
through on the Dukes' following possessions.
On the first play of the next series he fumbled
the snap for a loss of one. Then he fired the ball
far over receiver Rich Hetherington's head on.
a third-and-six play.
BUT, BOWLES' INEXPERIENCE showed
through on the Dukes' following possessions.
On the first play of the next series he fumbled
the snap for a loss of one. Then he fired the ball
far over receiver Rich Hetherington's head on
a third-and-six play.
On the third Dukes' possession, he was hit by
charging lineman John Hay wood causing him
to miss fire straight into the hands of
linebacker Jeff Boiler.
The Tigers took over the ball at JMU's 32
yardline But. the Dukes' defense stood strong
and held Towson to three points on Randy
Bielski's 21 yard field goal, with 13:04 left in
the half.
Robinson rushed for 41 of his game high 114
yards during the next JMU drive, which finally
was snuffed out at the Tigers' 10 on a fumble by
receiver Bucky Hurt.
Again, the Dukes' defense pulled the team
out of the fire when back Conrad Green
intercepted a pass from Towson's quarterback
Ron Meehan at JMU's 45 that was intended for
receiver Maurice Harrison.
. .THE OFFENSEpassed up another "golden"
chance.
However, the defense took things into their
own hands when end Ted McGuirk trapped
runningback Ray Walsh in the Tigers'
endzone. The safety upped the Dukes' margin
to 8-3 with 7:32 left in the second quarter.
Both teams moved the ban during the
Continued on Page 19
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Pressure keys Dukes' first win

r dominates E
By DAVE PARKER
The James Madison University soccer team
defeated a over-matched Virginia Wesleyan
College, 2-0, Saturday night at Madison
Stadium.
The Dukes dominated (he match from the
outset, constantly pressuring the Blue Marlins
from the outset; and enjoyed a 27-8 margin in
number of shots on goal.
The JMU offense unleashed a merciless
attack on the helpless Marlin keeper, and
eventually found the back of the net on a
beautiful corner kick play.
Senior Jim Podlesny gently lofted one of
what seemed like an endless barrage of corner
kicks for the Dukes with 3:42 remaining in the
first half. Freshman back George Ackerman
leaped high above the defenders to head the
ball into the lower corner of the net
The goal, JMU's first of the regular season,
was also Ackermans first tally in a regular
season college match.
Virginia Wesleyan was unable to mount any
sort of an attack and seemed content with
rolling the ball back to their own goalkeeper
and starting over again. Each attempt was
thwarted by the endless pressure from the
Dukes forwards.
Coach Bob Vanderwarker was "very
satisfied with the play of our midfield," an
area which concerned the JMU coach in the
loss to Maryland.
"Jim Viti and George Ackerman both played

an
excellent
game,"
commented
Vanderwarker. "Both scored goals, although
Viti's was called offsides, and as a whole the
midfield functioned much better."
The fine play did not stop at the midfield as
the fullbacks refused to allow the Marlin
attack any penetration.
Freshman goalkeeper K.C. Cannon,
substituting for the injured Jim Edwards,
controlled the match superbly, retreiving the
few Marlin shots taken and starting the offense
with fine outlet passes.
In the final minute of the half a near disaster
occured that could have very easily tied up the
game for the Marline. The Dukes pulled out
their "premium" offense where the
goalkeeper moves toward midfield and the
offense has one more man on attack. This
tactic is usually reserved for come from
behind situations but Coach Vanderwarker
elected to employ it with a 1-0 lead.
Three Wesleyan forwards were offsides as
the play began, but the officials, targets of
verbal abuse throughout the match, opted not
to call the obvious violation. Cannon raced
back to cover the empty goal, but luckily
forward Dave Bishop's shot rolled wide by a
few inches.
Just 3:04 into the second half, forward Brian
Sinclair was on the receiving end of a beautiful
chip shot from John Miskel and made a
diving head shot, ramming the ball into the

opposite corner of the goal past Wesleyan
goalkeeper, Don Stanley.
Down 2-0, Wesleyan chose to employ a more
aggressive style of play, an ineffective move
for the totally outclassed Blue Marlins.
The Dukes passed at will, utilizing a short
pass control oriented style of play and
managed to out shoot Wesleyan 11 to 6 in the
secon half. Cannon was forced to make but two
saves in the uneven second half.
"We played more as a team—applying more
pressure, and everyone was involved in the
action," commented halfback Mike Issacs on
the Dukes' first win.

...SSSPl?
X.and!rwarker-noted tbe ^m P^yed
"WE" ball and not "ME" ball, expUining that
everybody played as a team and not as a group
of individuals.
One aspect of the game that may not have
been noticed by the fans was the overall
display of class by all of the JMU players and
coaching staff. At times the officials made
calk that seemed not to be correct, but not one
Duke responded negatively to the calls.
On the other hand, Virginia Wesleyan
received two yellow warnng cards for verbal
abuse toward the referee, and saw the demise
of the team statistician for yelling an obscene
comment at the referee.
The sin should give the Dukes a boost as they
play their next three games on the road before
returning Oct. 7.

Inside soccer
Set play theory
proven winner.

"COME HERE BALI
JMl s Mark Host
outhustles a Vi . .a,., \\«•*!*•>an player to the
1

'.-

•
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By DAVE PARKER
Four out of ten goals are scored from set plays. A set play is
defined simply as. a corner kick, a throw-in, a direct kick or an
indirect kick.
Keeping this is mind, let us take a close examination at
Saturdays game between James Madison University and Virginia
Wesleyan College. Both of the goals in the Dukes 2-0 victory were
scored off of set plays.'
The first goal, with less than four minutes remaining in the first
half, occured on a corner kick. The idea is to have the ball swing
inwards toward the goal, with each player running to a specific
point with one thing on his mind...to put the ball into the back of
the net.
Keeping the idea of having an inswinger in mind,the Dukes
assigned left-footed kicker Jim Podlesny to take the corner kick.
The plan was rather simple-swing Uje ball in front of the goal.
At the point of impact, all of the"JMU forwards and half-backs
should break to their specific destination. If each player positions
himself properly, the idea of creating space occurs.
In this situation, one makes a run for the far post and a defender
should follow. At this point the area previously occupied by this
player is now empty. Space has been created and mere is now
room for another player to make a run. Should each player make
the proper run, the defense will undoubtedly lose track of all
offensive players and someone should be in position to score.
For JMU's first goal, the offense did just that. George
Ackerman was left open and he easily outjumped the defenders
and headed the perfect cross from Podlesny into the goal.
Because creativity is such an important part of soccer, it is
expected that 60 percent of all goals will come from long shots,
volleys, headers or any other means of beating the defending
goalkeeper.
Repeated shots by the JMU forwards led to many fine saves by
the Wesleyan goalkeeper, but on some situations the keeper could
only punch the ball away, usually out of bounds.
In the desperation situations, knocking the ball out of bounds is
considered the only correct way to prevent the score. It is better
to give up a corner kick then to give up a goal. But Virginia
Wesleyan gave up one corner kick to many.
The other score from JMU came off of a perfectly timed
indirect kick play. An indirect kick means that the ball must
touch two players before it can be counted as a goal.
After a foul was committed by a Wesleyan player, the Dukes
were awarded an indirect kick from approximately 30 yards
away from the goal. Wesleyan chose to set up a wall, a line of four
players ten yards in front of the ball, in an attempt to cut off any
scoring angle the opposing team may have.
There are many ways to beat the wall: pass around it, pass to
the side of it, chip over it, or simply try to shoot through it.'
On this particlar play, John Miskel lofted a beautiful chip shot
over the wall, and Brian Sinclair, breaking behind the wall, made
an incredible diving header past the stunned Marlin goalkeeper.
Photo by David Johnson
Again, a perfect pass, a perfect ship and again the result a goal.
ball in action Saturday night. JMl' will not
Obviously these are not the only conceivable plays to use on a
return home until October 7
set play. There are many possible combinations to work and a lot
>.«rfc»ends m the location of the walk
. . . . , , 11 W0W< io
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A brief glimpse at sports around the campus, country
Some JMU teams compiled outstanding feats
alter everyone headed home for summer

LACROSSE-The James Madison University
lacrosse team concluded the 1979 season at the
United States Women's Lacrosse Association
(USWLAi Collegiate Team Championships
held May 11-13 at Penn State.
Although JMU did not place in the 1979
USWLA Championships, the Duchesses
performed well.

v&cs tip n

ARCHERY-James Madison University
archer Janet McCullough finished second in
the National Archery Association Collegiate
Championships held May 10-12 at Texas; AAM.
The JMU team of McCullough, Diane Jeffrey
and Sandy Williams combined for a sixth place
finish in the NAA Championships, the highest
finish ever for a JMU women's team. Jeffrey
placed 16th individually.
JMU'S Rick Riser finished eight in the men s
division of the NAA Championships. The JMU
team of Kiser. Larry Jenkins and Mart
Chamberlain placed 14th in the competition.
JMU placed fifth in the mixed team
competition.
■.»*.« -.-J
McCullough went on to compete in the United
States archery team tryouts where she
finished seventh, three places shy of qualifying
for the U.S. Team. McCullough later qualified
for the Olympic Sports Festival held in
Colorado Springs in July and finished 14th in
that competition.

v ^

Designated free thrower

EQUITATION- The James Madison
University equitation finished fourth in the
Intercollegiate Horse Show Association
(IHSA) National Championships held May 6 at
Middle Tennessee State.
Kim Holt placed second in open
horsemanship over fences and fifth in open
horsemanship on the flat at the IHSA
Championships. Karen Cinsavich finished
second in novice horsemanship over fences,
Mary Jones second in walk-trot-canter.Mari
Anne Myers third in novice horsemanship on
the flat, and Judy Harris sixth in walk-trot

One of the first celebrated free-throw
shooters was Harold "Bunny" Levitt, whose
great moment of glory came on April 6,1935, at
the Madison Street Armory, Chicago. At 7:00
p m he moved to the foul line and using his
underhanded, two-hand grip, deftly twirled 499
consecutive shots through the cords without a
miss. On shot No. 500 Levitt miscalculated, but
then proceeded to shoot 371 more
By that time it was well after
midnight and most of the crowd had
disappeared, so Levitt agreed to stop. Later he
joined the Harlem Globetrotters, who offered a
prize of $1,000 to anyone who could beat Levitt
in a contest of 100 throws. No one collected the
money, however, for the best challenger make
86 while the worst Levitt ever did was 96.

Sports Dhistrated Beware
Newsweek has introduced a
new magazine, inside sports, to compete with
Time-Life's popular Sports Illustrated. The
publication plans to use regional covers to
stimulate interest throughout the country and
was scheduled to hit newstands this week.

Just a few holes of golf
A bet between J. Smith Ferebee soon
escalated to the point where Tuerk, a friend
who co-owned a plantation with Ferebee,
staked the entire piece of property on the
golfer's ability to play 600 holes in four days.
The kicker was that the rounds would have to
be played in eight different cities from coast to
coast.
Ferebee's pilgrimage began at the Lakeside
Country Club, Los Angeles, on September 25,
1938, where he quickly played 84 holes, then
caught a plane for Phoenix, where he played
his second round of 81 at the Encanta course.
The next day, at dawn, he was at Kansas City,
where he logged 72 holes and pulled a tendon in
his leg. Limping the rest of the way, Ferebee
traveled next to St. Louis, then Milwaukee and
Chicago. With three days completed, he had
played 453 holes of golf, putting him slightly
ahead of the number he needed (450) at that
juncture. But his leg was in terrible shape,
blisters having developed, and his pace was
visibly slowing. After adding 72 holes at
Philadelphia's North Hills Country Club,
Ferebee landed at Mitchell Field, New York,
at 1:30 p.m. for the final effort. Struggling
slowly, it was 8:00 p.m. before the final round
could be started, but the natives of Westbury
were not about to let Ferebee lose his bet
because of darkness. A fire truck was driven
onto the course, lighting every green and
fairway: gallery members carried flashlights
and used flares to mark the spot where each
ball had fallen. At 10:30 p.m. on September 28,
1938, J. Smith sank his final putt and won his
bet

Frisbee
Enthusist flings
for fun not fortune
By DAN MCN1EL

•:>

Photo by Mark Thompson

,\v
THE WHAM-0 INVENTION has grown
beyond,a /ascinulion. it is a. wav of life.for

Craig Mauck. Mauck holds the world record
. for distante with irw f«ur. inch- diM. . .....

The general sports Ian who
pays millions each year for a
variety of events would
probably not be able to
understand or appreciate the
philosphy and talents of
Harrisonburg's Craig Mauck.
Mauck holds two world
records
in
Frisbee
competition and is one "of the
plastic
flying saucer's
greatest backers. He strives
to
"raise
people's
consciousness about Frisbee
as an alternate sport."
"We need to get away from
all this false grownupishness
which is really nothing but
commercial interest. It's not
me against you, or us against
the other guys, its you and the
wind," Mauck explained.
Mauck, the wind and the
Frisbee have been joined in
unison competitively for the
past three years but the
fascination of flying objects
goes back much farther.
"When I was a kid I used to
throw cow manure, coffee can
lids, and rocks— anything that
flew. I always wanted
something that flew and now
frisbee is about the simplest
thing I can think of."
The bearded 29-year-old competitive career was
launched on this campus in
1975. "I won a distance event
here with a throw of around 62
yards and I thought I was hot
I wrote to Wham-o and the
lady that was the World
Champ i Jo Cahowi sent some
disc* and tha> got it* s*a»te«r ■

The competitive career
began with a sixth place finish
at a national tournament in
New Brunswick. N.J. on his
birthday the following year. A
taste
of
the
Frisbee
competition spawned cross
country trips for tourneys in
Elaces such as Los Angeles.
•alias, and Hawaii, the
opening stop for Mauck's
participation in the periodical
championships. He is a firm
believer in hitchhiking.
"Some people ask me, "You
mean to tell me you get rides
hitchhiking?' I can't answer it
myself. I meet a lot of neat
people on the road and 1 don't
have negative experiences.
Sure I've gotten in with an axe
murderer but I don't give
them a focus for the energy
since Frisbee gives them
something to think about
To give you an idea of the
extent of traveling involved in
hurling in the Frisbee circuit
consider one such adventure
from sea to shining sea
Mauck headed lor the
Pacific Coast, specifically San
Francisco, for the first stop <>l
the tour before heading south
tol/» Angeles lor the Wham b
Invitational Goll tournament
A lellow goiter carried
Mauck to Indianapolis where
a second lilt landed him in t "Id
Dominion
I was here lor
three hours to gel clean
clothes and Krisbees 1 needed
for competition, and then it
was nn to Huntsvillf
Alabama
remembered the
,, i Continued .cm Page .18.. j
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+Dahlstrom
(Continued from Page 13)
THREE other artists, Vera
Dickerson, Katherine Liu and
Joni Pienkowski, contributed
to the exhibit after working
with Dahlstrom all summer.
All four artists are from the
Roanoke Valley. They "got
together once a month to talk,
sort of a mutual support
system," Dahlstrom said.
"We decided to work together
later."
The artists made the paper
exhibited in Sawhill during the
summer, working at a
Mountain Lake studio another
artist had rented to them.
Dahlstrom said it was the
perfect place to work. "It was
beautiful," she said. The
artists would get up in the
morning, watch the sun rise,
work all day, then watch the
sun set at night.
One of the most beautiful

pieces in the exhibit is a
remembrance of Mountain
Lake, done with water colors
and paper sculpture.
Dahlstrom does most of her
own creating at her home in
Fincastle, Va. "There are
thousands of acres in my front
yard and about 600 in back. I
have no neighbors," she said
"That's why I get so much
work done, the dishes can go.
"PAPER is just beginning
to become a popular form with
artists." said Dahlstrom.
"Five years ago no one knew
how to make paper. Now
there's
a
kind
of
renaissance."
Dahlstrom's exhibit will be
at Sawhill Gallery through
Sept. 28. She has another
exhibit touring throughout the
southeast with the South East
Center for Contemporary Art.

* Frisbee
Continued from Page 18
lanky graduate of New York
Institute of Photography
Mauck
returned
to
Harrisonburg for a brief visit
and headed to Manassas for
what he termed his"best
tournament He fired a ten
under par in the closing round
to place second in that event,
one of three at Bull Run Park
in addition to Maximum Time
Aloft (MTA» and Throw. Run.
Catch <TRC»
Frisbee golf is similar to the
original in course design,
layout, scoring and even using

different clubs. "Most people
use one or two discs. I like to
use four or five discs for the
different shots you have to
make, like using the big disc
for rollers." he noted.
The numbers gave is a fun
one to play when describing
Mauck He has the records for
the longest distance (245 feet 3
inchest and best MTA (9.79)
for the four inch Mini-Frisbee.
He estimates he has roamed
far and wide over 100,000
miles to compete in 10
tournaments a year, although
this could be the final year
Mauck sails a disc

7

* Tigers
remainder of the half, but neither could score
Offensively, JMU dominated the halftime
statistics 148 total-offensive yards to just 91 for
Towson, with Robinson gaining 62 yards in 14
carries.
The first eight minutes of the third quarter
were images of thing to come for the Dukes. On
Uiree straight possessions, JMU turned over
tne ball under great pressure from Towson's
swarming defensive line.
The Tigers decision to change from their
three-man defense front to a four-lineman look
was the difference, according to Albert
Fullback Mike Damiano fumbled the ball
and Towson's Vaughn Harman fell on it on the
Dukes 30 But.the Tigers were held scoreless
when Clyde Hoy block and recovered Bielski's
33-yard field goal attempt.
Bielski quickly got revenge by intercepting
B
SSSS attempt to Clark- Towson again was
stiffled when Hoy sacked Median and
recovered the ensuing fumble on the Tigers' 14.

However Bowles, under constant pressure
during the second half, was sackedand caused
to fumble by lineman Clay Mathews
Defensive tackle Joe Varello recovered it.
• THE TIGERS FINALLY took advantage of a
turnover by driving 66 yards in 15 plays
Meehan capped the drive by hitting Harrison
on an eight yard flair pattern, with 2 16
remaining in the third quarter.
Towson used the same play in making the
two-point conversion, that put the Tigere ahead
for the first time 11-8.
Another JMU fumble set up the final score
for Towson. Robinson lost the ball after
sweeping to the right side for four yards
Defensive back Ed Aleshire recovered the
fumble at JMU's 28 yardline.
It took Towson six plays to score against the
now exhausted Dukes' defense. Wayne Bond.
one of five backs Towson used in the second
half, smashed two yards for the score with
13:38 left in the game.

* Later
(Continued from Page 1)
The first step used in the
workshop
to
abate
procrastination was setting
new behavior patterns. Even
though the workshop was
successful, the participants
were miserable.
Although assignments were
completed on time, an
underlying problem came to
surface; procrastination had
kept the students from facing
their own fear of failure. This
first encounter with disguised
fear was painful.
FEAR WAS discovered to
be one of the greatest
contributers
to

procrastination.
Mclntire
encouraged to pursue attitude
believes that in addition to
changes, Mclntire said.
fear, there are other basic
First, students are given a
factors that effect this ancient
blank time sheet on which
art.
they must post their complete
According to Mclntire, the
schedule. Next they are
demands placed on people
introduced to "tricks-of-thesuch as grade pressure, job
trade."
pressure and just life ingeneral, contribute greatly to
procrastination. "The stuff
For example, one rule of
grows by leaps and bounds,"
thumb they are encouraged to
Mclntire said.
follow, with variation, is to
He
also
recognized
spend two outside hours for
procrastination as a form of
every class hour, studying a
rebellion. "It's a consequence
course.
of having personal freedom,"
"The key is learning to
he added.
change your habits and
Students who come to the
getting control of yourself,"
counseling center with time -.he said. "Self-discipline is the
management problems are
key."

Did you say'Inverted Pyramid?
Then

Open to
students
parents
faculty
administrators
and
anyone
who's
interested!

The
Breeze
staff
knows
ail
about it...
_. _

m

Pnoto by Chock F«ilo
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Visit us during our Open House
Friday Sept. 21 1-4 pm in the basement of Wine-Price\
Refreshments Provided
"
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Classifieds
For Sale
HI FI EQUIPMENT: All
makes and models. Good
prices. Auido Enterprises.
433-8929,
P.O.
424.

Liar wrcK w« SAU ova
KlOVTO FH€5»OfNT,
RON scAAKirt rtMAtrtv
RV ONKM6WW

i^i "*VV

ASJAIUANTJ.

L..1UMX* ALWE A6A1K
FOLUOW THRE
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE"
LSIIKRI*

TWO KE64 AT KH.LCR,
A CA»t OP URNCKCN,
AND SIK BAGS OF POTATO
CHIPS?

WHAT* THC HANSOM,
MAOttONMM?
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FOR SALE: Sony SemiAutomatic turntable with
cartridge. Direct drive,
strobe. NEW. Paid $230 asking
$170.
Call
Jim
4278.
HOUSECLEANING: One
room, an apartment, or an
entire building. Window
washing also. Our cleaning
service will save you time and
effort.
Chase Cleaning
Company,
433-0750.

By Scott Worner

Madisonman

5
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TO §C
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Roommates

By Tom Arvis

Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeau

AREA PAPERBACK BEST
SELLERS are discounted
daily at Court Square Cards &
Books on the square in
beautiful
downtown
Harrisonburg. September
titles at 20 percent off include
Chesapeake, Scruples, The
World According to Garp, The
Amityville
Horror,
Evergreen, Wifey, plus
others. CSC&B is open
Thursday and Friday nights
till nine. 64 South Court
Square.
433-1155.

v •>

Wanted
HEBREW TEACHER
NEEDED: Sunday mornings.
Beth-El Congregation. Paid
position. Start September 30.
Call Janet Kohen, 433-1898.
WANTED: Ride to Southwest
Virginia each Sunday. Male
needs ride but at times will
provide transportation.
Please inquire, Jan, 434-2530.

miTAKEHeRAme.
mmtrmeome
COMIN6 mSRFSO& BKAKi RJ6HT FAST, AW HU. MAKE
SHE'S

-

HOMFJ

IP THE STARE ROOM..

0H,THATUXM&
NECESS/W RICK.
v***&'. W
TMN0TSTAYIN6. MEM.HERBIN

"MOMMYMY

mmenw?

TDCOUEOE.

Lost
LOST: blue cosmetic bag
(luggage style) with many
valuables enclosed. Lost
between Spotswood and
Cleveland Hall, on driveway.
Friday (Sept 14) at 7:30 p.m.
Would greatly appreciate the
return of it. Please call Sally
at 5461.

Found
FOUND Blue sweatshirt with
a set of keys in the pocket. Call
5826.

Personals
*

TO THE NEW LEAF — All
it takes is a little motivation
and I'd say you've got it (alot
of it! >. You can do it. and I'll
help. I'm excited that your
excited, it's gonna be a great
year, huh? Love and nonfattening kisses.
MOO — missed 'ya this
weekend. Saw Warren tonite.
ooh baby, Didn't see fatso. Oh
well, one out of two ain^t bad
Love COMMUTERS: Vote Bill
Sulik for Senator.. Your Voice
in
the
Government.
Suggestions? Box 3701.
BARB AND LIBBY: The Bow
Room on Tuesday night?!
Save me a place. I'll bea little
late.Love.Sah:

WHERE
ISSUE?

INTHB
LMN6
HO0M.

OH.RJCK.IKNBUlTHISms
60/NGTD HAVEVHAPPEN
SOONER OR LAW. TMSD
ASHAMEP.. <

DO YOU THINK
SHE HATES

IDON7KNOUJ.
I&JESSSHE'D
HAVEGOOP
REASON.

YOU'RE MAP
ATME, TOO,
AREN7Y0U,
RICK?,

ME? NOT AT ALL.
LOOK, I'M PLANNIN6 DINNER..
GOTANYOTHERS?
\

'Tk

Precision cuts - »4.50 and UP
Latest techniques in styling

Moman

\Tside #^1^ 91 IS. High St.
Werner'*
HAnm.oN.imo.VA. 4344676
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Faculty salaries to increase
By LOUIS EACHO
A 10 percent increase in
faculty salaries has been
alotted for the 1979-80 school
year, the Vice-President of
Academic Affairs said at the
Faculty Senate meeting
Thursday.
Every faculty member
won't receive a full 10 percent
increase though, since this
amount also includes salary
increases for those people
receiving promotions, said
Dr. Thomas Stanton.
Salary increases for the
faculty haven't been higher
than the inflation rate since
1972, Stanton said.
In other business, the topic
of tenure was also a concern
voiced by many faculty senate
members who said their
departments
will
be
approaching close to a 100
percent tenure rate in five to
ten years.
CURRENTLY,
to
be
considered for a promotion
from an assistant professor to
an associate professor, a
faculty member in most cases

has to have completed four
years of teaching as an
assistant professor, according
to Stanton.
"We don't have a plan right
now
for
full
tenure
departments, but eventually
we might want to go to an
overall university quota
system where say, for
example, that only 65 percent
of the faculty could have
tenure," said Stanton.
In other business, speaking
on the topic of "Our Students,
Our Future, and Ourselves,"
Stanton expressed the need
for the faculty to continue to
improve the way they teach
and relate with students.
"We all probably need to
begin again the love affair we
had with our fields as
graduate students," Stanton
said.
"We can't be luUed into
complacency, but we need to
continue to become more
enthusiastic
with
our
students," said Stanton.
"THROUGH A creative and
innovative administration we

can
improve
on
the
intellectual environment of
this university and continue to
progress," according to
Stanton.
Honor Council President
Kevin Rack and Vice
President Susan Hobbs
concluded the meeting
speaking
about
the
importance of the faculty
members in making the honor
code work. Last year 60
percent of the cases brought to
the Honor Council were made
by the faculty, said Rack.
"We need both the faculty
members and the students to
work together," said Hobbs.
Hopefully, by having students
sign an honor pledge on their
tests and having professors
mention it in their syllabuses,
the Honor Code will become
more visible among students,
said Rack.
,•<*'

American
Cancer Society %
Vie want tocurc cancer in vour lifetime.

CAR WASH
Court Sq. Villoge ■ 5? Court Squor* - HorrfMnburg. VA 23801

J\fut <Sftoji
««toil«r» Of Fr*«h, Quality Nut», Nut Product!
Dried Fruit & Nut Mix.i . Candy ■ Gift It.m.

Remember us before your next party
See us for a special gift 434-3132

RDEWITH
THEWMNER

TEAM
$165.00

BRIGHTEN UP
YOUJ? DORM S_
WITH PLANTS!

This coupon for
.25 off on wash.
Limit one per
customer during
regular operating!
hours. Good
thru Sept. 30
RAVEN
CAR WASH
1501 S. Main St.
The Big Yellow
& Black Building

WE HAVE A BEAUTIFUL
SELECTION OF GREEN $
PL0WERIMG PLANTS, POTS,
MACRAME POT SLINGS,
PLANT BOOKS $ ACCESSORIES
Z06S SMAiN

DAILY 8-S-30
SON. IZ-&

Restaurant
20% off
with JMU ID

Rampar R-1
That's just one of the terrific Raleigh and Rampar
bicycles, for all ages and every price range, we have
for you. Come see them today.

MARK'S BIKE SHOP
1094 S. College Ave. Harrisonburg, Virginia
BICYCLES-MOPEDS
SALES AND SERVICE

AFTER
10 PM
TUES.THRU
SUNDAY
"Vlt serve meaty sandwiches, fluffy omelets,
salads, and homemade desserts til 2 a.m.
We're new and we're good at what we do. Come
TRY US TODAY, and be TREATED LIKE
someone special
We Serve
DRAFT AND BOTTLED DOMESTIC OR
IMPORTED BEERS PLUS COCKTAILS

A.
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Voters determine
Senate content
A successful government, whether national, state, or student
depends on two basic things: good politicians and a good
citizenry.
Today James Madison University is holding elections for
Senate positions in the Student Government Association, and both
those students running for office and those voting should keep the
qualities of a successful government in mind.
A government can only be as productive as those running it, so
if the students of JMU want an effective government, they must
vote for senators that will take their jobs seriously and that will
meet the responsibilities of the office.
A good senator would be one that wanted the job not for
personal glorification, but for the satisfaction derived from
working on behalf of the student population. A good senator
would be one that realized there would be work and
responsibilities with the position and so wouldn't quit halfway
through the semester because suddenly the office was too much
work.
And a good senator would be one that fulfilled his duties: by
representing the thoughts and opinions of his constituents, by
attending the weekly Senate meetings, by relaying grievances
and ideas between the student body and the student government,
and by serving on at least one Senate committee.
Of course a good senator can only do his job if he is elected, and
this is where a good citizenry becomes important.
All that is required to be a good citizen is three things: be
informed, of the issues and of the canidates: vote; and care what
the government does.
If JMU can pull together this good citizenry and elect a good
government, it can avoid the hapless situation that occurred last
winter at the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design where all but
one member of the student council resigned as a protest against
apathy at the College. As one spokesman commented: "The
apathy on council, of the students, and in the school hindered any
representation of government."
Hopefully, this will never happen here, but a productive and
effective government does take an effort, both by the Senators to
do their job, and by the student body to elect the senators and
monitor their progress.

Fire regulations
protect students
By BOBBY GIRARDI
While the destruction by fire of Wilson Hall's ponderous neocolonial architecture might be an unexpected boon to campus
beautification, the loss in human lives would certainly not be
worth the effort.
It is to prevent such drastic consequences that $34,600 has
currently been requested by James Madison University to
renovate Wilson Hall's staircases, which in their present
condition violate fire safety standards. The appropriation of funds
for the proposed renovation is to be considered by the Virginia
General Assembly in January, when, according to campus safety
director Richard Garber, they are expected to be passed
Wilson Hall is the only apparent violation of fire safety
standards, but from talking to diverse members of the student
body, and reviewing past fire abuses (such as empty fire
extinguishers), this reporter has determined that the JMU '
campus as a whole seems inordinately susceptible to fires.'
When one gets right down to it, the real responsibility for
campus fire safety Ties with the individual student-and it is a
responsibility that JMU students seem to take lightly.
One must conclude that a greater student awareness of fire
hazards is needed. Certainly, it might help if one were more
careful with cigarettes in bed, and one must also occasionally
defer from attempting to immolate invading crickets with lit
matches.
Garber is putting forth a valiant effort to raise JMU students'
fire consciousness. By presenting fire prevention slideshows in
dorms across campus, indeed in the very dorms which he is
forced to inspect once each week because of fire-hazardous
student conduct.
There, of course, should be no reason why the Virginia
legislature would refuse to grant the money for Wilson's fire
renovation, but in any matter where elected officials are
concerned, one can never be sure of the outcome.
Accordingly, speedy passage of the necessary funds to render
this campus fire-free is strongly urged. Perhaps the bill's passage
might induce a greater student awareness of fire safety
problems.
For after all, the campus newspaper surely does not look
forward to printing headlines such as "Fifty Eagles Burnt to a
Crisp."

1 HOPE ALIBIS DCKMT [C& US OUR rVKSP-WKWRED'?K^ SWIS.'

Israeli aggression on Lebanon
By ALVIN WALKER
"They saw we are terrorists here. Where are
the terrorists? 1 am Lebanese, not a terrorist."
Tanios Khairallah-Tyre. fisherman.
Fifteen miles north of the Lebanon-Israeli
border, the once commercial city of Tyre is
deserted, all activity has halted. The city has
been destroyed by Israeli strikes, which
included concentrated attacks with 155 mm
and 175 mm artillery, rockets and U.S.
supplied jet fighters.
The once prosperous city of Tyre was run by
the Palestine Liberation Organization and
Lebanese leftists. The organizations had set up
quasi-Red Cross centers to aid the injured and
to help those dislocated by Israeli strikes. But
in April, the Israelis began their policy of
"strike anywhere, anytime," to disrupt the
activities of the PLO guerrillas. The Israeli
military and the Lebanese rightists randomly
bombed the central city of Tyre, neighborhood
by neighborhood, until the more than 100,000
inhabitants had fled their homes, farms, and
small businesses.
Over a five-month period, the total number
of wounded exceeds 224, and some 270,000
civilians (10 percent of the population) are
homeless-classified as refugees.
It now appears that Israel is no longer
the"embattled nation" that it once supposedly
was. The Israeli military and Lebanese
rightists have used American-made military
equipment in its supposedly pre-emptive
attacks against the PLO in Lebanese territory.
It was only a year ago that the Israeli military,
breaching the sovereignty of the shattered
Lebanon government, invaded and occupied a
15-mile stretch of land for 90 days.
The Israeli military also has a brigade
within the Lebanese borders. The Lebanese

rightists, headed by Major Saad Haddad, is
nothing more than a tool for the Israeli
military. Major Haddad's troops are trained,
equipped, funded and supplied by the Israelis.
Various top-level Middle East authorities have
confirmed that Israeli military on occasions
take command of Maj. Haddad's troops inside
Lebanese borders.
The Israelis have destroyed homes, farms,
schools, convents, churches, livestock,
automobiles, and boats in its shelling and
commando raids. The military equipment used
to pound Lebanese civilians daily and
mercilessly is American, and this is against
American U.S. foreign policy. But who runs
U.S. Middle East policy, the weak Carter
Administration or the Israelis?
On July 23, the State Department declared
that Israeli concentrated attacks and raids into
Lebanon "must be stopped." The State
department also announced an investigation
into Israeli use of American military
equipment in such attacks and raids. Fifty-two
days have passed and the bombing continues.
If the Middle East peace process is to
succeed, a dialogue with the Palestine
Liberation Organization is essential. Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat has been urging
presidents since Nixon to talk with the PLO,
but conceded "it is for the United States to
decide" how to reconcile such negotiaitons.
It took the firing of the U.S. Ambassador to
the U.N. to realize the stupidity of U.S. Mideast
policy. Now will President Carter, whom is
supposedly campaigning for human rights,
demand that Israel halt its intensified bombing
of the southern agricultural communities of
Lebanon? Probably not!
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"Readers'
Middle East complex situation

To the editor:
In an editorial in the Sept 7 issue of The
Breeze ("UN. Talks With PLO Needed"),
Alvin Walker insisted that former United
Nations Ambassador Andrew Young was
forced to resign "due to the pigheadedness of
the Israelis."
Walker suggested that it is "international
nonsense not to talk to the PLO" (Palestine
Liberation Organization.)
It seems, however, that Mr. Walker is
blinding himself and his readers with his onesided editorial. The Middle East situation is far
too complex to solve simply by insisting that
negotiations begin with the PLO.
First, to set the record straight, Ambassador
Young resigned because he directly disobeyed
a long-standing United States policy
restricting American officials from
negotiating with the PLO-not because of the
"pigheadedness" of the Israelis.
The policy of non-negotiation is obviously
questionable, and the bugging of Andrew
Young is far from honorable, but the reason for
Young's resignation seems quite clear.
I am the first to insist that Andrew Young is
one of the finest politicians or ambassadors
that this country has
ever seen. Young is
responsible for nearly single-handedly
prompting negotiations between warring
nations in Africa. .
But this time, as an official of the United
States, he was out of line so he resigned.
As for negotiating with the PLO, a quick
check of history books should encourage the
reader to think twice. By not endorsing U.N.
Resolution 242, the PLO is refusing to accept

Punk rock
To the editor,
I am writing in response to
Bobby Girardi's recent
editorial condemning the
Prince George's County
Liquor Licensing Board's ban
on punk rock as being
unconstitutional.
The ban is unconstitutional
and reactionary, but to
condemn it as such is useless.
Surely it is absurd for a liquor
barron to legislate public
morality, and especially to
complain about public drug
use. etc. But to meet absurdity
with logic is to come up
dangerously unarmed.

the existence of Israel. The PLO has therefore
stated its aim as being the destruction of
Israel.
Walker contends that the PLO should not
endorse the resolution because it scarcely
mentions Palestine's right to selfdetermination. But perhaps if the PLO took the
first step and moderated their stance on 242,
Israel might also bend
Until then, Israel has no reason to trust the
PLO after their numerous guerrilla attacks.
Let's not so easily forget the 1972 Olympics in
Munich, Germany, when the PLO thought the
killing a dozen Israeli athletes was the best
way to negotiate for freedom of fellow
terrorists.
Israel also is guilty of using unnecessary
force in dealing with the PLO, and Walker is
accurate in his contention that "without the
PLO, peace in the Middle East will remain a
fleeting illusion." Blame, however, must not
be placed solely on Israel for its lack of
initiative in negotiations. The issue is in the
middle of a tremendous gray area-both sides
are being stubborn.
Now the ball is in the PLO's court. Popular
opinion is rapidly leaning their way and they
have the opportunity to use it. As the public
begins to look at the PLO as a nation struggling
for self-determination, the spotlight is on them.
In order to keep positive public sentiment they
must negotiate in a civil way-not by guerilla
raids.
The Middle East situation is complex. There
is no simple answer. Only patience and mutual
understanding between Israel and the PLO will
solve
this
dilemma.
Kevin
Miller

/

n
The
Liquor
Board
represents
a
dying
government in a decadent
society. They are rightfully
defensive about any insult to
that society and will use any
measures, above or below
their government's higher
goals to suppress rebellion.
Contrary to Girardi's wellintentioned defense. Rock and
Roll is the politics of the
anarchy and the ecstasy. And
it can be nothing if it is not the
"seducer of youth."
And seduction's only hope
may be seduction.
!
Jon Davis

Blame himmacanes
By KRIS CARLSON
The destruction caused by Hurricane David was terrible and
immense^
Obviously it is not fitting to make light of such natural
disasters, but if one will pardon the expression, there is a silver
lining to every cloud.
The silver lining is that hurricanes are now "himmacanes;"
men are finally sharing in the blame for natural destruction.
In fact, hurricanes should have been himmacanes all along,
since most of the world's destruction has been caused by men.
Since the beginning of history, men have been the rulers of
society the kings, the philosophers, the military guardians, the
senates and assemblies, and up until relatively recently in human
history, even the entire plebiscite.
And man is the cause of the greatest form of destruction this
world has seen-war
War caused by men trying to build empires, war caused by men
in the name of God. war caused by men in the name of emerging
nation-states, war caused by men in the name of defense, and war
caused by men in the name of democracy has destroyed far more
civilizations than any other "natural" disaster.
Of course there are the exceptions to every generalization, but
they are few: the Trojan War caused indirectly by Helen erf Troy;
and perhaps the conflicts under the few women rulers such as
Cleopatra. Catherine the Great, and Queen Elizabeth I.
but the truth is that it has been a man's society that has
continued to turn so easily and so repeatedly to the physically and
emotionally devastating phenomenon of war
And it is this man's society that fosters and guards the arsenal
that when unleashed could annihilate the entire world in nuclear
holocaust
So it is only fitting that a David and a Frederick be synonymous
with death and destruction as their counterparts in human history
were
It is tfrne^v-p-tocett the blame v Here if belongs-
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The dangers of "Preppies ft
By MARK SUTTON
They are, it seems, nearly everywhere. Like
a host of barbiturate-laced lemmings, they
move aimlessly, often in packs, but ocasionally
alone. They can be detected by their sneering
little smiles, the stiff, "hey, look, I'm cool"
walk, the utter lack of any moral or political
convictions. They are, in a word, the Preppies.
At one time this humanoid sub-species was
believed to inhabit only Charlottesville and the
surrounding environs. Today, however, they
are seemingly everywhere, even attacking
such previously resistant places as James
Madison University.
The Preppies represent a unique challenge
to those who oppose their insidious attempts to
take over the world. They, unlike such other
challenges to humanity such as the Huns, are
rather hard to identify when they are out of
uniform. Just about every Preppie has short
hair, but then again, so does everybody in the
army. Go around persecuting everybody with
chopped hair, and some Jarhead is going to
kick your teeth in, if not do something worse.
And I do mean to say that these menaces to
society should be persecuted, before they get
the chance to do it to you. After all, that's what
creative bigotry is all about, isn't it?
Who are these chopped-off sickies anyway?
HOW did they come to hold such a dangerous
position on our campus? And what can we do to
rid ourselves of this menace?
Preppies can be recognized rather easily at
times, however. After all if you wore a uniform
all the time, you'd be easy to recognize too. The
Preppie full-dress regalia consists of khaki
Ents. a pastel button-down sport shirt with a
nlon collared shirt of some contrasting color
beneath it, and topsider shoes (you know those
wierd things with laces in the sides) Preppie
field gear consists of a La Coste shirt (the ones
with the stupid dead alligator in the last stages
of-rigor mdrtfe- on -utr, 'straight-legged Levis

jeans, and the ever present topsiders. Thev
never, never, never wear socks, unless they'll
been mainlining beer in the morning and it™
less than seven degrees outside.
People, we're dealing with some real sickies
here. They have got to be stopped! Do you want
your children to end up like this? I mean there
are rumors around that Preppies never have
sex, that they clone themselves in order to
produce what they feel will be the ultimate
master race! Yeah, they've racists too! Have
you ever seen a black Preppie?-Well have you?
Think about it!
There must be a way to stop this menace
before it gets out of hand. These people are
keeping discos, the Greek system and the
Republican party alive! To this end I have
devised a series of strategems for the
destruction of this menace:
1. Convert them to evangelical Christianity.
Admittedly, Jesus Freaks are no more fun
than Preppies, but THEY don't go to parties,
and they certainly don't do much damage to
the world's drug supply.
2. Make them join the American Nazi party.
They'll find people who think the way they do,
and Nazis are never mistaken for real people.
3. Lobotomize them. Cheap and effective.
4. Use sophisticated revulsion therapy on
them. Put them all in one big room together
and let them get sick of themselves.
5. Send them to the Soviet Union. You can bet
that the Russians don't put up with tt-is kind of
crap.
6. Make them social workers in the toughest
ghetto you can think of. They'll be dead within
a month.
7 Just shoot the sniveling twits.
With these methods, there is surely no way
that the Preppies can continue to present a
threat to our society. The sooner we put these
methods into operation, the better.
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Hurricanes bypass Harrisonburg
The most we
could get is
torrential rain*
*■<

By VANCE RICHARDSON
Although you couldn't tell it
by
looking
around
Harrisonburg, two of the
strongest storms to strike this
country in years passed by
here recently.
Both storms hit the U.S.
coast with hurricane-force
winds, but quickly died down
to tropical depressions. By the
time the storms reached
Virginia, the winds were little
more than gusts and the rains
only briefly torrential.
Hurricane Frederic, the
most intense storm to hit the
Gulf Coast in a decade, caused
hundreds of millions of dollars
in damage and took nine lives.
Officials credited the early
evacuation of 500,000 Gulf
Coast residents for the
surprisingly low causulty
figure.
Hurricane David, the first
hurricane to hit the U.S. this
season, was the strongest
hurricane to move through the
Antilles
this
century,
according to the director of

the National Hurricane
Center. However, Neil Frank
noted in an interview with
U.S. News and World Report
that by the time David
reached the U.S. it had
diminished in strength to
where it was only a minor
hurricane.
MANY Americans believe
they survived a major
.hurricane, when in fact what
they experienced (with
David) was only "a weak
hurricane," according to
Frank.
Frank warned that there is
a real danger that people
could become complacent
about future hurricanes based
on their experience with
David.
"David emphasized once
again how vulnerable much of
the U.S. coastline is to the fury
of a hurricane because of the
boom in building and the
population explosion along the
coast," Frank said. He
estimated that 80 percent of

the people living along the
coast
"have
never
experienced
a
major
hurricane."
Certain places along the
U.S. coastline from the Gulf of
Mexico to the Atlantic
seaboard are more vulnerable
than ever to a major
hurricane
due
to
"overpopulated
shorelines, "according
to
Frank. He said he can't
provide enough warning time
to guarantee that everyone
can evacuate islands along the
coast
before
a
major
hurricane strikes.
ACCORDING to a geology
professor here, the East Coast

is "long overdue for a major
hurricane "that could
"potentially kill hundreds of
people "
Stan Ulanski, who holds a
doctorate in environmental
sciences from the University
of Virginia, said that
Americans tend to ignore the
threat of hurricanes, as
evidenced by the population
growth along the coast.
He noted that hurricane
seasons have been unusually
mild for the past five or 10
years. Although there have
been two major hurricanes
already this season. Ulanski
said that even this season
hasn't been severe. "This
year's been closer to
average," he said, "not nearly
as bad as some people think."

research, according to
Ulanski, is the recent
improvement in "forecasting
the path and intensity of the
storms
He noted that
forecasters were accurate in
predicting the paths that both
David and Frederic followed.
Ulanski emphasized that
scientists don't know all the
answers to questions about
hurricane formation, but he
said that hurricanes do go
through a "life cycle"from a
tropical disturbance, to a
tropical storm to a hurricane.
A hurricane, by definition,
must have at least 73 mile-perhour winds, he said.
MOVING from Africa
across the Atlantic are
tropical disturbances or

'Americans tend to ignore
the threat of hurricanes.'

In July. August, and
September of each year, about
100 atmospheric disturbances
form in the Atlantic, the
Caribbean and the Gulf of
Mexico, according to an
article in Time magazine. Of
these disturbances,
an
average of six hurricanes will
form, three of which will
strike somewhere in the U.S..
killing an average of 50-100
people and causing property
damage of around $450
million

"THE EAST (oast is long overdue lor a
major hurricane." according to JMl geology
professor Stan I'lansM
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HURRICANE detection and
forecasting methods have
improved considerably over
the past decade, Ulanski said
New satellite technology
allows forecasters to tell "if
hurricanes are forming, when
they're forming, and where
they're forming."he said
The "greatest significant
advance"
in hurricane

"wave-like features in the
atmosphere." he said, which
can enclose within themselves
forming a spiral. This spiral
causes air to rush in towards
the center and rise upwards.
gathering water vapor and
forming
bands
of
thunderstorms, he added.
A warm supply of water is
the basic requirement for the
formation and growth of a
hurricane. Ulanski said. Once
the storm hits land, it is
removed from its energy
source <warm ocean water i
and the hurricane quickly
diminishes to a tropical
depression
It is for this reason that it is
infeasible that a storm of
hurricane force could strike
Harrisonburg: he said. "The
most we could get this far
inland is torrential rain." he
added

